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Abstract
This thesis describes the development of an optimization model for spare parts inventories in the
multi-item two-echelon supply chain of Stork Prints, in which the central warehouse applies a (R,Q)
policy and the local warehouses apply base stock policies. The model has been incorporated in a
program that enables Stork Prints to set its reorder and base stock levels. Thereby one can analyze
the impact of several parameters on the system by executing the program .

Executive Summary
Stork Prints' core activities are the development and production of printing systems, related equipment
and the production of precision metal products by means of electroforming photo etching. Most of
Stork Prints' customers operate in either the textile industry or graphical industry. Stork prints' market
share, turnover and profit in the textile printing market are decreasing. The activities focused on the
graphical market have been developing positively. However, the textile market is declining faster than
the growth in the graphical market can equalize, resulting in decreasing total turnover and profit rates.
As a result of the decreasing profit and turnover trends and the shift of customers and competitors in
the textile market to Asia, Stork Prints tries to move production of textile machines as fast as possible
to Asia. Thereby Stork Prints is moving from a completely decentralized controlled supply chain
towards more central control. Altogether this has resulted in closing some locations in Europe and
reorganizations at the Boxmeer location. Besides these reorganizations Stork Prints has reduced the
spare parts assortment, in order to meet with the changes in the spare parts market. Now, a policy is
applied to deliver two kinds of spare parts directly from stock: parts whose failures may cause a direct
breakdown of the machine (i.e. breakdown parts) and fast-moving parts.
Stork Prints keeps spare parts at a number of local warehouses and at the central warehouse that is
located in Boxmeer. All warehouses, including the central warehouse, deliver spare parts directly to
external customers. Thereby, the central warehouse supplies all local warehouses with spare parts
that are bought at external suppliers. Shipments to local warehouses can be done by container boat
or by flight carrier. Local warehouses only supply external customers .
Stock is controlled locally. At the central warehouse (R,Q) policies are applied ; whenever a part's
stock position declines below a reorder level, a reorder quantity is ordered at a supplier. Local
warehouses apply base stock policies. At each location, an inventory controller sets. the reorder or
base stock levels. He takes the supplier lead-time, price, criticality and expected demand into account.
However, the trade off between these factors is based on the experience of the inventory controller.
No service levels or targets are set.
Therefore the research assignment has been formulated as follows:

Define suitable service measures for spare parts at Stork Prints and develop a two-echelon stock
control model and a transportation selection model for spare parts within the Stork Prints supply chain,
taking organizational, process and information aspects into account. Estimate the potential for
improvement by implementing the designed models in comparison with the current situation and in
comparison with an optimized decentralized stock control concept.
In order to keep the project feasible, only one local warehouse has been considered . The local
warehouse in the USA is selected because this is the largest warehouse and management of this
warehouse was willing to co-operate.
For several reasons aggregate fill rates have been selected as a service measure. First, multi-item
service measures (like aggregate fill rates) are recommended in literature because they result in
better solutions. Second , fill rates are similar to the current service measures within Stork Prints.
Interviews with managers of all relevant departments within Stork Prints confirmed that aggregate fill
rates are suitable service measures.
Therefore aggregate fill rates have been applied in a multi-item, two-echelon stock control model that
has been developed during this project. The model has been incorporated in a computer program . By
using this program , inventory can be optimized , inventory configurations can be evaluated and

sensitivity analysis on the performance of the system can be executed . Thereby, a validation program
has been developed, to enable validation of the model with actual demand data.
In figure 1 the inventory positions resulting from applying the designed model (referred to as control
option 3) are depicted, in comparison with a decentralized control concept (referred to as control
option 2) and the current control policy (referred to as control option 1). In all three options the
inventory positions lead to the same aggregate fill rates.
At the moment stock at both locations (the central warehouse and the local warehouse in the USA)
equals 705,000 Euros . On basis of the current reorder and base stock levels, an average total
inventory position of approximately 627,000 Euros is expected . This level can be approached if no
incidents happen. It can be concluded that both control option 2 and control option 3 lead to less stock
required , in comparison with the current policy. If control option 2 will be applied , an average inventory
position reduction of 38% can be reached . By applying control option 3 instead of control option 2 an
average inventory position reduction of 3% can be reached . Especially the local warehouse profits
from global control : an inventory position reduction of 18% at the local warehouse can be obtained .

Besides a stock control model , a transportation mode selection tool has been developed to determine
the optimal transportation mode for shipping parts from the central warehouse to the local warehouse
in the USA. The tool takes both inventory and transportation costs into account. By applying the tool
yearly transportation costs can be reduced by 89% in comparison with the current shipping policy.
These results make that Stork Prints is recommended to implement the developed multi-item , twoechelon stock control model and the transportation mode selection tool. An implementation plan has
been set up. It is recommended that on the long-term more locations will be incorporated in the model
and will apply the tool.
Besides implementing the stock control model and transportation mode selection tool, Stork Prints is
recommended to conduct research on several topics. The most important ones are to conduct further
research on demand forecasts , to research the consequences of stock-outs, to analyze the
possibilities to re-allocate stock among locations and to conduct further research on the sensitivity of
parameters on the inventory costs. Some initial sensitivity analyses have already been performed . It
can be concluded that the target fill rates are very significant; inventory costs change a lot when the
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targets are changed , especially for targets close to 100%. Thereby it should be noted that a 50%
reduction of supplier lead-times leads to a smaller effect than a 50% reduction of order quantities.
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1. Company description
This Chapter describes the environment in which the project has been executed , by introducing Stork
N.V. (Section 1.1), Stork Prints (Section 1.2), the markets Stork Prints operates in (Section 1.3), the
service activities that are performed (Section 1.4) and recent developments (Section 1.5).

1.1 Stork N.V.
Charles Theodoor Stork opened a textile machinery factory in Hengelo on 4 September 1868, what is
regarded as the date on which the Stork Brothers & Co engineering works was officially opened .
In the fertile post-war years the combination, which for a long time worked under the United Machine
Factories, grew strongly in the heavy capital goods sector. The vulnerable nature of this market led
the company's management to initiate a far-reaching turnaround in the 1970s and 1980s. This led the
company into new (niche) markets for industrial production equipment, concentrating on primary
needs: clothing, food , energy, water/air and transport, as well as technical services for the
maintenance of industrial and building related installations.
Aerospace activities were added to this list in 1996, thanks to the acquisition of the Fokker companies
specialized in the building of aircraft components and integrated aircraft maintenance services. A
strategic reorientation at the beginning of 2000 led to a structure with 5 groups, focusing on printing
technologies, poultry processing, aerospace, industrial components and technical services. In
2004 Stork NV sold the industrial components group; so now there are four groups left. In this project
the focus will be on the printing group, Stork Prints.

1.2 Stork Prints
Stork Prints is the result of a merger of two Stork companies. One company, Stork Brabant was
specialized in textile printing machines and related spare parts, the other, Stork Screens, was
specialized in graphical printing application and screens.
Stork Prints' core activities are the development and production of printing systems and related
equipment, the supply of services and spare parts for these systems and the production of precision
metal products by means of electroforming photo etching. Stork Prints' core competences are system
and application know-how of both rotary screen and digital printing systems and electroforming
processes . Stork Prints is allied to some other companies, for example DuPont and BASF, in order to
develop more complete systems.
The printing group achieved a turnover of€ 204 million in 2004, generated in the textile market for
61 % and the graphical market for 39%, with the help of in total 1352 employees . Stork Prints can be
characterized as an Original Equipment Manufacturer with its own service-organization, operating in a
business-to-business environment. Thereby Stork Prints sells screens that are needed to operate the
machines. Machinery production facilities are located in the Netherlands, Austria and India.
Production of machines is performed according to the 'Build to Order' principle; machine production
starts after the customer order has been received .
Head office and the central warehouse of Stork Prints are located in Boxmeer, the Netherlands. The
Boxmeer location is also referred to as Stork Prints B.V. Stork Prints has sales locations all over the
world, as depicted in Figure 1-1. An organizational chart can be found in Appendix A1 .

1.3 Markets
Stork Prints sells machines to companies in the printing industry (end users of the machines) and to
other Original Equipment Manufacturers, who integrate the Stork Prints machines in a larger system .
Products of Stork Prints bear trademarks like Pegasus, RD4 and RSI. Stork Prints' sales of systems
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have been decreasing in the last few years, both in machines (from 321 machines in 2000 to 213
machines in 2004) and in Euros. A drop in sales in the textile market causes this decrease. Sales in
the graphical market show a slightly increasing trend .
Stork Prints is operating in several markets. In the market for rotary screen-printing for the textile
industry Stork Prints is market leader, while Reggiani and Zimmer are the biggest competitors. In the
market for rotary screen printing for the graphical industry Stork Prints is the number two, just behind
Gallus . In the digital printing market Stork Prints is the number-three company, and is Colorspan
among the main competitors. Finally, the alliance of Stork Prints and DuPont is market leader in the
market for digital color proofing systems, while Kodak and Agfa are other players in that market.

&bit Prlll9 Palme!
Stcri. Prints Holland

StorkPrlnU
'Tllrkey

Stork Prints
.Mpan

Start< Prints
MeXlto

Stark Print> Bnoz11

Figure 1-1: Locations of Stork Prints' sales organisations

1.4 Service activities
Stork Prints offers customers four categories of service for their Stork Prints machines . Per category a
certain amount of service can be chosen . The four categories are:
1.
preventive maintenance
2.
corrective maintenance
3.
training
4.
spare parts
Besides these types of service each machine that is sold has a warranty of half a year. This period
often is prolonged with another half a year.
Preventive maintenance
Customers that want to incorporate preventive maintenance in their service contracts have two
options : inspection and remote machine survey. Inspection includes a full day periodic review of the
printing machine by a Stork Prints service specialist. Remote machine surveys are quarterly analyses
of the operating system via modem . Remote machine survey is only applicable for the newest
generations of machines (e.g. Pegasus). Both inspection and remote machine survey result in
recommendations for preventive maintenance.
Corrective maintenance
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Customers can choose two classes of helpdesk support, guaranteeing a helpdesk availability of 24
hours or office hours only in order to analyze technical problems . For the newest generations of
machines the possibility exists to communicate via modem with the machine.
Training
Three kinds of training can be conducted ; maintenance and operations training and two types of
application training. The maintenance and operation training aims to teach operators how to operate
the machine effectively and efficiently, how to fine-tune the machine and how preventive maintenance
can be done. The application trainings are offered in the areas of engraving and printing.
Spare parts
Customers can choose to order a package of spare parts that they want to keep in stock at their
location, in order to replace a broken item as soon as possible. Stork Prints also holds spare parts on
stock, at the central warehouse (located in Boxmeer, Holland) and eight local warehouses the USA,
Mexico, Brazil , China, Japan, Indonesia, India and Pakistan. A policy is applied to deliver spare parts
whose failures may cause a direct breakdown of the machine (i.e. breakdown parts) directly from
stock. In case of stock outs no penalty fees have to be paid . Thereby Stork Prints supplies fastmoving parts directly from stock. In the development phase, the PD&E department sets both the
breakdown and fast-moving features . However, because of experiences in practice sales
organizations can adjust the characteristics, resulting in different parts per location that are supplied
directly from stock.

Parts are bought at suppliers and are sold to customers in almost the same condition . Spare part
repairs seldom occur. Deliveries of spare parts for other machines than Stork Prints machines can be
neglected. Because each sold machine is customized to customer needs (e.g. the size of printing
device tools may be adjusted and some applications are included or excluded), each machine may
consist of a unique set of parts.

1.5 Developments
Turnover in conventional textile printing is strongly influenced by the world market situation. The last
decade textile printing companies, potential customers of Stork Prints textile utilities, have been
moving from Europe and the USA to Asia. This shift results in lower turnover rates for Stork Prints,
because usually customers in Asia have lower quality standards, resulting in quality of machines and
service being from lower importance and price being the most important factor in the market for textile
printing machines. As mentioned before Stork Prints is used to compete on basis of their qualitative
superior systems, with relative high prices and service. Therefore the market share, turnover and
profit in this market are decreasing.
Net turnover'"' £-<tni'ltl-i'

EBIT

c" <, ,,>11o-•.

b:: -- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - · ~ --------------~

Figure 1-2: Turnover and profit developments

The activities focused on the graphical market for packaging and label printing developed positively.
However, the textile market is declining faster than the growth in the graphical market can equalize,
resulting in decreasing total turnover and profit rates (figure 1-2). In 2005 total turnover was 204
million euros. Sales in the textile market contributed 61 % to total turnover, while sales in graphic
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market contributed 39%. The ratio of EBIT and net turnover has decreased as well over the last five
years; 11 % in 2001 to 5% in 2005. Before 2001 this ratio was even higher.
In comparison with about ten years ago, in the spare parts market customers have detected other
sources for purchasing spare parts . Therefore the large spare parts assortment that Stork Prints
offered during the last decade is not profitable anymore.
Strategic choices
As a result of the decreasing profit and turnover trends and the shift of customers and competitors in
the textile market to Asia, Stork Prints tries to move production of textile machines as fast as possible
to Asia. Thereby Stork Prints is moving from a completely decentralized controlled supply chain
towards more central control. Altogether this has resulted in closing locations in Spain and Germany
and reorganizations at the Boxmeer location. Thereby Stork Prints has set up a joint venture for the
manufacture, sales and service of rotary textile printing systems and auxiliaries in Asia with Stovec
Industries Ltd . (India).

Besides these reorganizations Stork Prints has reduced the spare parts assortment, in order to meet
with the changes in the spare parts market. Also a number of projects have been started to reduce
inventory in the supply chain . This project is one of the results of these efforts.
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2. Research assignment and methodology
In this Chapter the initial assignment is provided (Section 2.1) and the methodology applied in the
project is explained (Section 2.2). Finally in Section 2.3 the report structure is elaborated .

2.1 Initial assignment
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Stork Prints is moving towards more central control and is focusing on
reducing inventory. This project is one of the results of these choices. Therefore Stork Prints had
formulated the following initial assignment:

Analyze the current spare parts supply chain at Stork Prints and identify areas for improvement.
Design a centralized stock control concept for spare parts at Stork Prints. Estimate the potential for
improvement when the redesign would be implemented and identify the main requirements for
successful implementation of the redesign .

2.2 Methodology
In order to execute the project in a logical and structured way, the research approach of Van Aken,
Van der Bij and Berends (2001) has been used . This approach has been developed for M.Sc. projects
in the field of Industrial Engineering and Management Science. Van Aken et al. (2001) distinguish two
phases: a diagnostic phase and a redesign phase. In both the diagnostic phase and the redesign
phase the goal of the approach of Van Aken et al. (2001) is to confront the environment within a
company with theoretical knowledge.
In the diagnostic phase the research goal is to give a diagnosis of the current situation and to propose
a possible solution . To do so, both expert information and the current practice at Stork Prints are
taken into account when considering inventory management of spare parts. Expert information is
based on literature on inventory management of spare parts, case studies, interviews with supervisors
at the Eindhoven University of Technology and interviews with experts at Stork Prints. The complete
research model for the diagnostic phase is depicted in figure 2-1 .
The goals of the redesign phase are to come up with a redesign for a stock control concept of spare
parts that can be used by Stork Prints, an estimation of the potential for improvement and an
implementation plan. Again to achieve the goal , the primary process (inventory management of spare
parts) is confronted with input from experts and literature on relevant topics. A research model for the
redesign phase is depicted in figure 2-2.

2.2 Report structure
In figure 2-3 the report structure is depicted. The diagnostic phase consists of both the orientation and
analysis parts, while in the redesign phase a design part and a part in relation with the implementation
plan are distinguished.
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Figure 2- 1: Research model diagnostic phase
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Figure 2-2: Research model redesign and implementation phases
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3. Current practice for spare parts management
This Chapter will explore the current situation . First the parts policy and assortment is reviewed
(Section 3.1) and the resulting demand is analyzed (Section 3.2). After that the supply chain, in which
demand is forwarded , is provided (Section 3.3) and the way inventories in the supply chain are
controlled is reviewed (Section 3.4). Finally, the performance of the current situation will be analyzed
in terms of inventories, inventory turnovers and service (Section 3.5). Finally Section 3.6 provides an
overview of the most important characteristics of the current situation and thereby it summarizes the
main points from the previous sections.

3.1 Parts assortment and policy
At Stork Prints 20,753 parts are labeled as service assortment parts and can be characterized as
spare parts . This means that customers can actually purchase these parts at Stork Prints, in order to
replace a failed part in a machine. Almost all spare parts at Stork Prints are consumables; after these
parts break down, the parts are useless and will not be repaired . Only in some, very rare occasions,
parts are repaired .
Stork Prints spare parts strategy is focused on runners (i.e. fast moving parts with rather high turnover rates in Euros) in order to achieve a growth in market share against low costs (Stork Prints'
commercial policy, 2006). Therefore the commercial policy subscribes to supply runners directly from
stock to end-customers.
Another important group of parts within Stork Prints are the breakdown parts; whenever these parts
fail the customers' machine may break down immediately. Therefore these parts were always
delivered directly from stock. However, because not directly supplying these parts from stock does not
result in penalty fees or other direct negative consequences, within Stork Prints it is doubted whether
these parts should be delivered directly from stock.
Other spare parts than runners and breakdown parts are delivered on supplier lead-time, with a
maximum of eight weeks. In practice all parts have a supplier lead time shorter than eight weeks.
Therefore these parts are not stocked and fall behind the scope of this project.

3.2 Demand
About 5885 parts (28%) out of the total spare parts assortment did have any demand in the Stork
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Figure 3-1: Pareto analysis total demand (in Euros)

Prints supply chain in 2004, 2005 and 2006. Because all local warehouses purchase their parts at the
central warehouse the usage figures at the central warehouse can be considered to represent total
supply chain demand 689 Parts (3%) generated 80% of total demand (in euros) in this period , while
81 % of the parts generated only 1% of total demand. Therefore one can conclude that in terms of
turnover a small group of parts is really interesting; this is confirmed by the focus on runner parts in
the commercial policy. In figure 3-1 a Pareto analysis for the spare parts is depicted.
In 2004, 2005 and 2006 total demand for spare parts was approximately 11,6 Million Euros . Lost sales
figures are not available. Demand figures contain both internal (machine building) and external (sales)
demand . In figure 3-2 demand development is depicted while the two kinds of demand are
distinguished . Sales demand is about 70% of total demand (in euros).
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Figure 3-2: Demand development spare parts

3.3 Supply chain
Demand is forwarded through the supply chain, from end customers to suppliers. The central
warehouse in Boxmeer faces demand of both internal customers (i.e. other Stork Prints stock
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locations) and external customers (i.e. end-users and machine builders). Local warehouses only serve
external customers and purchase parts at the central warehouse. The supply chain is depicted in
figure 3-3. Arrows depict good flows . Flows of information are the other way around .
The central warehouse supplies all local warehouses . No lateral shipments occur between local
warehouses, because the local warehouses are located in totally different regions; this reduces the
benefits of lateral transshipments . Shipments to local warehouses (blue arrows in figure 3-3) can be
done by container boat or by flight carrier. Transport by boat usually takes place once a month, while
fl ight carriers go each week. All orders for a certain warehouse over that period are batched into one
ship or flight. When an order, placed by a local warehouse at the central warehouse, has very high
emergency, OHL will ship the order in two days directly from the central warehouse to the customer.
However, these direct shipments seldom occur. In general , costs for all kinds of transportation are
forwarded to the end-customer. Besides supplying local warehouses, the central warehouse serves
end-customers in Europe directly, as well as customers outside Europe that have contacts with the
sales department of Stork Prints BV (Boxmeer). In the USA all customers purchase via the local
warehouse in the USA. All shipments towards end-customers (i.e. third parties) are depicted with
green arrows.
All parts are purchased via the central warehouse, from suppliers that are mainly located in Europe.
Supplier lead-time usually do not exceed eight weeks, as can be seen in figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Supplier lead-times

3.4 Inventory Management
In Section 3.3 the Stork Prints supply chain has been described . At the moment all locations control
their inventory on a local level (i.e. decentralized stock control). In this section the control of the
stocking points in the supply chain will be described.
Central warehouse
The central warehouse delivers Stork Prints production facilities , all local warehouses and end
customers. In general no difference between internal and external customers is made; a first come
first serve principle is applied .

Whenever a part's stock position declines below a reorder level, a reorder quantity is ordered at a
supplier. The inventory controller, who takes the supplier lead-time, price, criticality and expected
demand into account, sets the reorder levels. However, the trade off between these factors is based
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on the experience of the inventory controller. No demand forecasts are made and no service levels
are set. The purchase department determines the reorder quantity on basis of fixed purchasing costs
expected sales and discount policies from suppliers. Each time a purchase order for a part is made,
the inventory controller checks whether it is necessary to purchase the specified quantity.
Complicating is the situation in which a supplier stops production of a spare part and offering Stork
Prints a last possibility to purchase a certain quantity of that part (i.e. end-of-life order). Another issue
concerning suppliers is the existence of contracts with suppliers, resulting in purchase obligations. At
the moment decisions in both cases are made on basis of experience and intuition .
Local warehouses
Local warehouses deliver Stork Prints spare parts to end-customers in the region they serve. For
example, the local warehouse in the USA serves all customers in the USA and Canada . Because
each location adjusts the breakdown and runner labels to their own experience, not necessarily the
same parts are stocked at each location in the supply chain .
Whenever a part is kept in stock, a reorder level and a reorder quantity are implemented . No service
targets are set. In practice reorder levels are quite low (i.e. for one or two demand events), and
reorder quantities usually consist of the expected size of a customer demand event. Each time
demand occurs the same amount is ordered at the central warehouse. This method is quite similar to
a base stock policy.
Orders for parts that are not kept in stock at a local warehouse are also ordered at the central
warehouse, in the same quantity as the customer order quantity.
Local warehouses are responsible for selecting the transportation mode for transport from the central
warehouse to their local warehouses. Thereby they are charged for the transportation costs. In
general, there are no capacity problems for any mode. The decision on selecting transportation
modes is based on experience and intuition. For almost all parts plane transport is selected . For the
local warehouse in the USA the transportation cycle looks as follows:
Each Wednesday the local warehouse provides an order list of items, which, if in stock at the central
warehouse, will be delivered by plane the next Tuesday. Transport from the local warehouse to the
customers takes an additional two days. Items that are not available at the central warehouse are
delivered by freight plane in the week they become available at the central warehouse. Boat
shipments occur once a month and take about four weeks to arrive at the local warehouse.
System supportability
In Boxmeer data concerning parts, orders and suppliers are forwarded between several departments
(Sales, Inventory Management/Logistics, Purchasing and Product Development & Engineering) by
using SAP. However, because of a lack of flexibility in SAP, communications about exceptions usually
occur by phone. An example of such an exception is the request of Sales to Inventory Management
whether there is no possibility to speed up an order to deliver it faster than the delivery time defined in
SAP. This results in extra tasks for several people within the organization .
As mentioned before, Stork Prints is the result of a merge of two former Stork companies, one
specialized in textile printing machines (known as Stork Brabant) and the other specialized in graphic
printing machines and screens (known as Stork Screens). Two years ago the former Stork Screens
company switched to the SAP system of the former textile printing company. At the moment one is still
working on equalizing working procedures and system administration, being one of the reasons of
sometimes poorly maintained SAP records . Another reason is the quantity of records .
Although some records may be poorly maintained , most people work with up-to-date information
about parts and orders. However, this is the result of extra communication and tasks to bear the gaps
in the system .

3.5 Performance of current situation
The performance of the current situation is expressed in terms of inventory, inventory turnover and the
service that is obtained by holding the inventory. Because this project focuses on breakdown parts
and runner parts, the performance indicators are linked with these two groups of parts.
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3.5.1 Service
At the central warehouse, the Sales department determines within what period parts should be
delivered , resulting in priority codes . An overview of the several priority codes can be found in table 31. In general P1 parts are breakdown or runner parts. The P1 priority code is similar to the fill rate in
literature. Inventory management, however, does not take all priority classes into account. They only
differentiate P1 versus non-P1 items. All non-P1 items are considered to be delivered on supplier
lead-time, while P1 items are supplied from stock. Therefore Sales has started to change the meaning
of the priority codes from what customers ask for into what customers can get. In short this results in
runner and breakdown parts having P1 code and all other parts receive the priority code according to
the supplier lead-time. Priority codes are only used at the central warehouse.

Stork Prints has not set or registered any service levels in terms of percentage of orders to be
delivered directly from stock. So, at the moment the only indication of service can be provided on
basis of promised delivery dates and achieved delivery dates. Looking at the orders at the central
warehouse in 2006 (January till May), only 54% of the order lines were delivered on time. According to
Sales lost sales rates can be neglected.
Priority code

Delivery within

% of parts

P1

1 day

9%

P2

4 days

19%

P3

2 weeks

8%

P4

4 weeks

3%

PS

Supplier lead-time

61%
Table 3- 1: Priority codes at the central warehouse

3.5.2 Inventory
Inventory is held on stock mainly to generate turnover and to offer service to customers. At the central
warehouse, some stock is the result of batches that are delivered by the supplier. In figure 3-5,
inventory development (expressed in pieces) at the central warehouse is depicted. An increasing
trend can be seen for both the breakdown parts and runner parts, although the number of parts in
both groups is the same in all months in the period . Also the central warehouses inventory expressed
in Euros has increased over the last years. In May 2006 1,7 Million Euros was stocked for both groups
whereas the same parts had 0,8 Million Euros of inventory in October 2004. The development of the
stock at the central warehouse in Euros is depicted in figure 3-6. Reasons for the increasing inventory
are among others less communication between the Sales and Logistics departments in the last two
years, wrong data provided by SAP, non-optimal inventory management, too large end-of-life orders
and slightly decreasing demand in combination with contracts with suppliers .
Inventory turnover ratio (per yr)
>1

Obsolescence
provision rate (in %)

0.6 - 1.0

0%
30%

0.3- 0.6
0.0 - 0.3

Inventory (in Euros)
1,077,913

Obsolescence
provision (in Euros)

175,591

52,667

60%

400,958

240,575

95%

928,261

928,261

Table 3-2: Obsolescence provisions at the central warehouse

44% of total spare parts inventory concerns parts that are neither runner parts nor breakdown parts.
This can be considered as unnecessary inventory on basis of the commercial policy. Unnecessary
inventory is related with inventory obsolescence. Obsolete inventory is not expected to be sold
anymore. In financial reports the in table 3-2 depicted percentages are used to determine the amount
of the inventory position for which a provision will be taken. Applying these percentages to the spare
parts inventory, one can conclude 46% of the amount of spare parts inventory at the end of 2005 is
obsolete. Total obsolete inventory value is more than 1,2 Million Euros . In table 3-2 is shown which
categories this obsolete inventory value comprises. However, one should keep in mind that spare
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parts have different characteristics than standard parts, for example lower usage rates. Therefore the
standard rules for determining obsolescence may be relaxed in case of spare parts, resulting in a
lower realistic obsolete inventory value. Because end-of-life orders have a crucial impact on
obsolescence, and this phase of the product life cycle falls behind the scope of the project, no further
special attention to obsolescence will be given.
Besides stock in the central warehouse, Stork Prints keeps stock at the local warehouses in the
supply chain. Because inventory is controlled de-centrally and information is mainly available at a
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local level , Stork Prints B.V., who controls the central warehouse, has no good insight in how much
stock there is in the total supply chain . From the local warehouse in the USA, no historic inventory
data are available. However, the stock situation in May 2006 is known . At that moment total spare part
stock was about 550,000 Euros.
From the parts that are labeled as breakdown parts in Boxmeer, 114 have any stock in the USA,
resulting in a stock of 90,000 Euros . From the parts that are labeled as runner parts in Boxmeer, 124
have any stock in the USA, resulting in a stock position of 60,000 Euros. So, only a small part of total
spare parts inventory in the USA consists of breakdown and runner parts . As mentioned before the
local warehouse in the USA applies another list of breakdown and runner parts than the central
warehouse, caused by not optimal communication between locations. This list is not available digitally
and the logistic manager in the USA wants to revise the list and harmonize it with the Boxmeer
version . Therefore, the Boxmeer definition of runner and breakdown parts will be applied .

3.5.3 Inventory turnover
Inventory turnover expresses how often the inventory is sold in a certain time period, so it can be
calculated by the ratio of demand over a period and inventory in that period . In the previous paragraph
it was shown that inventory at the central warehouse shows an increasing trend . So it is not surprising
that inventory turnover at the central warehouse is decreasing, as can be seen in figure 3-7. In this
figure inventory turnovers per month are depicted, data are based on pieces on stock and pieces sold .
Inventory turnover over a year equals the sum of twelve subsequent monthly inventory turnovers .
Inventory turnovers over July 2005 to June 2006 (one year) are 2,57 for runner parts and 0,82 for
breakdown parts. It should be noted that it is inherent in the definition of runner parts that these parts
have a rather high inventory turnover.
Because historic data on inventory levels in the USA are not available it is not possible to calculate
inventory turnover trends for the USA warehouse.
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3.6 Summary of current situation
The main characteristics of the current situation of spare parts management at Stork Prints are
summarized in this Section. From this point on the project will assume these characteristics to be
valid :
1. Assortment and policy
• Parts are consumable, not repairable
• Only breakdown parts and runners are delivered from stock
2. Demand
• A small percentage of the parts generate the largest part of the turnover
• One can distinguish sales demand and demand as a result of machine building
3. Supply chain
• Customer demand arrives at the central warehouse and at the local warehouses
•
Local warehouses purchase spare parts from the central warehouse
•
No lateral transshipments are executed between local warehouses
• The central warehouse purchases spare parts from suppliers
4.

Inventory management
•
Inventory is controlled locally
• The central warehouse applies an {R,Q) reorder policy
•
Local warehouses apply base stock policies
•
Inventory is managed on basis of intuition and experience
• Two transportation modes are taken into account for transport between the central
warehouse and the local warehouses: plane and boat transport. Both transportation
modes have sufficient capacity

5. Performance
• No service targets are set and no feedback on service is provided
• Lost sales figures can be neglected
•
Inventory at the central warehouse has increased over the past 30 months
•
Inventory turnover at the central warehouse has decreased over the past 30 months

STCJRI~® knows-how
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4. Research project
This Chapter will describe the motives of the research project. First, in Section 4.1 the problem
definition is provided . Section 4.2 describes the final research assignment.

4.1 Initial problem definition
On basis of the analysis provided in Chapter 3 a number of problems is identified in relation with
inventories of spare parts:
1. Inventory management is not co-coordinated along the supply chain
2. Local inventory management is not optimized ; local inventory management is mainly based
on experience and intuition
3. There are no clear service measures, service targets and feedback on service
4. Selection of the transportation modes for spare parts from the central warehouse to the local
warehouse in the USA is mainly based on intuition
5. End-of-life orders (i.e. final orders) and long term contracts with suppliers are based on
experience and intuition instead of calculations and forecasts
6. Stork Prints has a larger parts assortment than may be needed. Thereby each location uses
another definition of breakdown parts, what may indicate that the assortment of parts that is
delivered from stock may be too large as well
7. Short lead times are guaranteed to customers while suppliers have rather long lead times
8. Information systems sometimes are poorly maintained , providing not up-to-date information
and resulting in many ad-hoc tasks
Although problems five to eight may be interesting to consider as well, this project will focus on the
first four problems because it is expected that potential for improvement in these areas is high while
improvement can take place on the short term . Thereby, management of Stork Prints gives priority to
these four problem areas . Therefore the initial problem definition is formulated as follows :

Stork Prints has no well thought-out method for determining reorder levels at the central
warehouse, base stock levels at the local warehouses and setting transportation modes for
shipping parts from the central warehouse to the local warehouses . Thereby Stork Prints has
limited insight in the performance of the current inventory management system .

4.2 Final research assignment
The most straightforward solution to the problem as defined in Section 4.1 is to introduce suitable
service measures and to develop a sophisticated two-echelon inventory management and
transportation selection model. Before such a model will be implemented, Stork Prints wants to be
able to determine the effects of the implementation of the model. Thereby Stork Prints wants to be
able to compare the two-echelon centralized control concept with a decentralized control concept.
Therefore the following research assignment is formulated :

Define suitable service measures for spare parts at Stork Prints and develop a two-echelon
stock control model and a transportation selection model for spare parts within the Stork
Prints supply chain, taking organizational , process and information aspects into account.
Estimate the potential for improvement by implementing the designed models in comparison
with the current situation and in comparison with an optimized decentralized stock control
conceot.
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To keep the project feasible, only one local warehouse is considered. The local warehouse in the USA
is chosen because this is the largest warehouse. Thereby management of the local warehouse in the
USA is willing to co-operate, which is very important with regard to the rather independent status of
the local warehouses.
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5. Design requirements
In this Chapter the main conclusions about analysis concerning customer demand (Section 5.1),
service measures (Section 5.2), lead-times (Section 5.3) and two-echelon inventory models (Section
5.4) are provided .

5.1 Customer demand
The customer lead-times for machine building equal eight weeks and thus never exceed the supplier
lead-times as depicted in figure 3-4. Hariharan and Zipkin (1995) show that no inventory should be
held for demand with customer lead-times that do not exceed supplier lead-times. Therefore demand
resulting from machine building will be neglected in this project. So, we will focus on demand resulting
from sales. At the moment no demand forecasts are made within Stork Prints and no distributions are
fit to historic demand. In literature and practice it is recommended to consider demand for spare parts
as a result of installed base of machines, because a direct relation between the installed base and the
number of failing parts can be expected . However, because no historic installed base data are
available and because each machine may consist of a unique set of parts (because of customer
specifications), it is not feasible to do it this way. Therefore, historic demand data are the main input in
considering demand.
In literature often Poisson demand distributions are assumed for spare parts models. These
distributions often fit on demand data in practice. A main reason can be found in the origin of demand
for spare parts: failures of parts in machines. Times to failures of a part often can be described by a
negative-exponential distribution, resulting in the number of arrivals over time being Poisson
distributed. Thereby, because of the large number of installed base for most machines, independency
between arrivals can be expected, and the probability of one arrival in a subinterval can be expected
1
to be equal for all subintervals during the active lifetime of a machine .
Therefore it is checked whether the demand arrivals per month per spare part at a Stork Prints
location follow Poisson distributions. This is done on basis of the Chi-square goodness of fit test
(which is described by among others by Montgomery and Runger, 1999) with a confidence interval of
95% . In order to execute the test end-customer demand data over the period January 2004 till June
2006 are considered . The test can only be performed for parts with a minimum number of arrivals at a
location. For breakdown parts 24 parts could be tested . In 23 cases the hypothesis that the part had
Poisson distributed arrivals could not be rejected . Most runner parts provide, not surprisingly, enough
data to perform the Chi-square goodness of fit test. At random 20 parUlocation combinations were
picked and tested . For 19 combinations the hypothesis that the part had Poisson distributed arrivals
could not be rejected . In Appendix A2 a detailed description of the performed tests can be found .
Because all breakdown parts have the same characteristics and because there is no reason to
assume other results for different breakdown parts, we consider Poisson distributed demand arrivals
for all breakdown parts. The same reason is used for assuming that all runner parts have Poisson
distributed demand arrivals.
When looking at the order quantity per arrival (i.e. the compound), about 95% of the breakdown parts
have demand arrivals that consist of the same quantity. Therefore a pure Poisson distribution can
describe demand for these parts. For the other breakdown parts and all runners the compounds are
not constant. Testing several distributions on these compounds (per part per location) does not result
in a satisfying fit, while fitting a pure Poisson distribution on these parts performs quite well : for 70% of
the tested part-location combinations a Poisson distribution could not be rejected , while most of the
other parts did not perform bad . In Appendix A2 more information on the performed tests can be
found .
'I
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These good results can be explained by the kind of parts that have non-constant compounds: runner
parts and fast moving break-down parts. It is general understood that considering a pure Poisson
demand distribution (instead of a compound demand distribution) for fast moving parts (i.e. parts with
an inter arrival time smaller than the lead-time) results in approximately the same demand during
lead-time probabilities.

5.2 Service measures
In a stock control model service measures and targets play a major role. As mentioned before, within
Stork Prints no clear service measures or targets do exist. In literature multi-item service measures
are recommended ; Thonemann et al. (2002) show that system (i.e. multi-item) approaches give better
solutions than (single) item approaches, especially when there are significant differences in prices for
parts. This is the case at Stork Prints . Van Stratum (2006) shows that in practice system related
performance measures are applied most frequently. Thereby she shows that in practice and theory
usually waiting times or fill-rates are applied as service measures. Because fill rates are similar to the
actually by Stork Prints used P1 measures and because data concerning waiting times are currently
not available within Stork Prints, an aggregate fill rate seems an appropriate service measure to apply
within Stork Prints . Interviews with managers of all relevant departments within Stork Prints do confirm
this. Therefore aggregate fill rates will be applied in the model as presented in Chapter 6.
Because commonality (parts are used in several machines) does exist and registration on which parts
are used in which machines is limited, no targets will be set for machine groups. Other reasons are
that no service levels are specified in contracts on a machine level and that some machine groups
consist of rather few parts that are part of the interesting groups of runners and breakdown parts. After
interviews with managers from all relevant departments within Stork Prints, it is decided to set target
fill rates (per location) for the entire group of breakdown parts and target fill rates (per location) for the
entire group of runner parts . Each group consists of approximately equally important parts.

5.3 Lead-times
The lead-times for parts from suppliers to the central warehouse are supposed to be deterministic. In
general suppliers del iver according to the specified delivery times in SAP. The Purchasing department
at the central warehouse determines once per working day (Monday to Friday) what parts should be
purchased , on basis of the inventory positions. So a review period of one working day exists in
practice. However, because supplier lead-times consist of several weeks, the review period at the
central warehouse can be neglected.
The lead-times for parts from the central warehouse to the local warehouse in the USA mainly depend
on ship time, which is based on the transportation mode. When a part is transported by boat, the ship
time is four weeks and once a month parts can be shipped . When a part is shipped by plane, ship
time is one week. Plane transports take place each week. So, at the local warehouse in the USA a
review period is applied that depends on the transportation mode that is allocated to a part. If a
customer order arrives just before replenishment orders are made, the lead-time equals the ship time
(if the central warehouse can deliver directly from stock). If a customer order arrives just after
replenishment orders are made, the lead-time equals two times the ship time (if the central warehouse
can deliver directly from stock). The average lead-time (if the central warehouse can deliver directly
from stock) equals 1,5 times the ship time. In the models as presented in Chapter 6, transportation
times from the central warehouse to the local warehouse in the USA are set at this average. In
Section 7.4 among others this assumption will be validated .
Because plane transports are faster, relatively less safety stock is needed in the USA in comparison
with a situation in which the parts would be transported by boat. However, costs for transporting parts
by plane are higher than costs for boat transports . It is assumed that internal administration costs are
the same for both modes. Based on interviews with planners and inventory controllers transportation
capacities for both modes are large enough to cover all spare parts shipments. Therefore it is
assumed that there are no capacity restrictions for transportation modes.
To the best of the author's knowledge no literature exists that treats two-echelon, multi-item inventory
systems with transportation flexibility, while it is very complex to design such a system . Therefore, the
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decision on selecting the best fitting transportation mode (boat or plane) for each part is made outside
the inventory management model that will be designed in Chapter 6.
In order to achieve this, a transportation selection tool is designed. In Appendix A3 a detailed
description of the calculations made in the tool is provided . In the transportation selection tool, per part
a decision on selecting the optimal transportation mode is made, based on comparing the
transportation and inventory costs per year for both modes (so per part a different mode can be set).
As a result of the selected transportation mode, a transportation time from Boxmeer to the USA is set
for each part. It should be noted that on an operational level transportation modes can be adjusted in
case of emergency.
Because the transportation mode selection tool considers an item target fill rate and does only take
one echelon into account, the outcome is an approximation. It is assumed that this approximation
works well because only the decision is non optimal for those parts that tend to have equal costs for
both modes. The difference in costs for these parts is quite small. For all other parts a small error in
estimated costs does not result in another transportation mode. In Section 8.2 the performance of the
transportation selection tool will be discussed in comparison with the current situation.

5.4 Stock control models
Prior to this research project, a literature study on two-echelon models for stock control of spare parts
has been performed (Sours, 2006). The main conclusions in relation with Stork Prints are mentioned
in this section.
Output variables of the model
The goal of the model that will be designed for Stork Prints (as presented in Chapter 6) is to find
reorder levels for the central warehouse and base stock levels for the local warehouse in the USA,
which result in target fill rates against minimal costs.
Because supplier order quantities for spare parts within Stork Prints are mainly based on packaging
quantities, production and transportation batches and standard purchasing costs (which are not
monitored), order quantities will be considered as an input to the model instead of a decision variable.
In order to provide some insight in the potential benefits of smaller order quantities in Section 8.2
some results of sensitivity analyses on order quantities will be presented .
Evaluation methods
In general stock control models consist of an evaluation method and an optimization method.
Evaluation methods describe the system's performance given a certain stock configuration.
Optimization methods describe procedures to obtain close-to-optimal stock configurations given
performance targets . Usually the evaluation method is needed while executing the optimization
method.

Hopp et al. (1999), Caglar et al. (2002) and Wong et al. (2006) have developed evaluation methods
for multi-item , multi-echelon spare parts inventory systems. The methods of Hopp et al. and Caglar et
al. concern approximations, while the method of Wong et al. concerns an exact method, which is
based on the exact evaluation method for single-item systems that has been developed by Axsater
(1990).
Wong et al. also describe several approximation steps that can be executed in order to reduce
complexity of the model and thus computation time (i.e. increase ease of implementing, feasibility of
system). The METRIC approximation method is frequently used. However, it has been shown (e.g.
Axsater, 1990) that methods based on METRIC (for example the method developed by Caglar et al.,
2006) only perform well in situations that local warehouses are relatively small and each warehouse
serves a maximum of 5% of total demand. As mentioned before, the local warehouse in the USA is
relatively large and constitutes more than 25% of total demand. Therefore METRIC oriented
approximations are not suitable. Fitting a distribution on the first two moments of the pipeline stock is
another approximation method . Graves (1985) fitted a negative binomial distribution to these two first
moments and Wong et al. (2006) show that this approximation performs well . Rustenburg et al. (2000)
show how the first two moments of several distributions can be described. Whether the pipeline stock
will be approximated in the Stork Prints model is decided on basis of the computation time of the
eventual model and will be further discussed in Chapter 7.
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Therefore, the model that will be developed for Stork Prints is based on the exact evaluation method
of Axsater (1990), which has been described for multi-item systems by Wong et al. Because both
Axsater and Wong et al. consider base stock policies at all locations, whereas at Stork Prints only the
local warehouses apply base stock policies (the central warehouse applies a (R,Q) policy), the model
should be adjusted . Axsater (2006) provides an exact way to describe (R,Q) policies for (pure)
Poisson distributed demand. This method is incorporated in the model, which is the largest scientific
contribution of this project. Thereby the model that will be developed will take direct external customer
demand at the central warehouse into account, which is usually not the case in literature.
Optimization methods
Besides finding an appropriate evaluating method, a suitable optimization method is required to obtain
a close-to-optimal solution . Both Sherbrooke (1968) and Wong et al. (2006) use a method that is
based on adding one unit of extra stock to that part-location combination that has the highest ratio
between extra service and extra costs, i.e. the part-location combination with the highest added value
in terms of service per invested Euro. Not surprisingly, the Wong et al. method fits their evaluation
method. Thereby, this method has frequently and successfully been used in similar projects before
(Sluis, 2006 and Corbijn van Willenswaard, 2006). Altogether, the optimization method of Wong et al.
is considered to be the best choice for applying in this project.

In figure 5-1 an overview is provided of the different steps in the two-echelon stock control model. In
Chapter 6 a detailed description of the evaluation and optimization method will be provided .

Weight and volume of
parts
----+

,------_..

Transportation
selection tool
(Appendix 3)
Lead-times to local USA
warehouse

Lead-times to central warehouse.
demand arrival rates • order quantities
and price of parts

-

-

Evaluation
method
(Section 6.1)

-

Intermediate reorder levels and
base stock levels (if aggregate
fill rates < target fill rates)
Target aggregate fill
rates

----+

Optimization
method
(Section 6.2)

Aggregate fill rates given a
set of reorder and base
stock levels

Optimized reorder and base
stock levels (if aggregate fill
rates > target fill rates)

-

Figure 5-1 : Overview of steps in two-echelon centralized stock control model
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6. Inventory control model
In this Chapter a two-echelon (centralized), multi-item stock control model for spare parts at Stork
Prints is developed. First the model is described (Section 6.1), then an evaluation method (Section
6.2) and an optimization method (Section 6.3) are provided . After that the most important adjustments
are described to use the evaluation and optimization methods for a decentralized control concept
(Section 6.4). Finally, in Section 6.5 some extensions to the presented models are provided . In
Appendix A4.1 an overview of all symbols that are used in the report, is provided . In Appendix AS a
summary of all assumptions made while modelling is provided .

6.1 Model description
Throughout the model, time is assumed to be continuous . All variables are expressed per working day
(a year is assumed to have 260 working days), except for the costs. Costs are expressed per year.
We assume the existence of a set N1w of local warehouses, each of which serves directly a number of
external customers with spare parts . Local warehouses are numbered 1, .. ., I N1wl . Let I denote the
set of all parts that may fail at external customers. The parts are numbered 1, ... , I 11 . It is assumed
that the total stream of demand for a part at each local warehouse constitutes a Poisson process with
a constant rate A;n (i E I, n E N1w). This assumption is standard in spare parts literature and in Section
5.3 this assumption has been discussed and tested for the system that is being studied.
Each local warehouse may hold stock of any part. Apart from the local warehouses, there is a central
warehouse that can be considered as a single root station from the network of warehouses; all local
warehouses order parts at the central warehouse. The central warehouse is supported by external
suppliers . Let N denote the set of all warehouses. The central warehouse is denoted as warehouse 0.
Hence, N={O} U N1w and IN1wl = INl-1 .
Besides supplying local warehouses, the central warehouse faces direct external customer demand
as well. It is assumed that the stream of direct external customer demand for a part at the central
warehouse constitutes a Poisson process with a constant rate A;o (i E I). Because all local warehouses
are assumed to apply base stock policies, the total stream of demand at the central warehouse equals
all direct external demand streams in the network, and constitutes a Poisson process with constant
rate A; (i E I). A; equals:

INl-1

LAin
n=O

A series of actions starts with demand for a part from an external customer. If the demanded part
replaces a malfunctioning part, the malfunctioning part is supposed to be scrapped ; it is assumed that
there are no repairables. If this demand occurs at a local warehouse, the demanded part is taken from
base stock, if available, and it is assumed that the part is ordered at the central warehouse
immediately.
When demand occurs at the central warehouse, the demanded part is taken from stock, if available
and shipped to the customer. If it concerns an external customer, the part leaves the system . The
central warehouse does not discriminate between internal and external demand and demand is
handled in First Come First Serve (FCFS) order.
At the central warehouse all parts are assumed to be controlled according to continuous reorder
policies, which means that for a part a replenishment order is placed at an external supplier when the
inventory position drops to the reorder level. Let R;o (i E I) denote the reorder level. The size of the
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reorder quantity is denoted by Oio (i E I) and is supposed to be constant, because supplier order sizes
usually are the result of packaging and production standards at suppliers, which are usually hard to
change. It is assumed that the external supplier of a part can always deliver. The total procurement
time (i.e. lead-time for a part to the central warehouse) is considered to be a constant and is denoted
by Tio (i E I).
At the local warehouses all parts are assumed to be controlled according to (continuous) base stock
policies, resulting in corresponding base stock levels that are denoted by Sin (i E I, n E N). The
transportation time for a part from the central warehouse to a local warehouse is considered to be
constant and equal to Tin (i E I, n E N). The transportation time is based on the transportation selection
tool as presented in Section 5.3, so it is set outside the model that is described in this Section .
For all parts i E I, at all locations n E N demand that cannot be fulfilled directly from stock is assumed to
be backordered . So, lost sales, emergency and lateral transshipments are neglected. Backorders are
handled in a FCFS order. Considering the current practice as presented in Chapter 3, this assumption
is justified.
In Section 6.2 the evaluation of the above model is presented . The evaluation method is based on
Axsater (1990); more information on why this method is chosen and how it is adjusted for the model
presented above can be found in Section 5.4. The objective of the evaluation is to determine the
overall performance of the system, given the configuration of base stock levels at the local
warehouses and reorder levels at the central warehouse, denoted as § . As discussed in Section 5.2
aggregate fill rates per location are set as performance measures. The following definition is applied :
the fraction of demand that is delivered directly from stock to any (internal or external) customer. The
higher the fill rates , the better the performance, but also the higher the total investment in spare parts
will be. In section 6.3 an optimization method is provided in order to obtain an inventory configuration
(consisting of base stock levels for each part for the local warehouses and reorder levels for each part
for the central warehouse) that meets given aggregate fill rates against minimal investment. The
optimization method is based on Wong et al. (2006).
Both the evaluation and optimization method are limited to the central warehouse and the local
warehouse in the USA; other local warehouses are not taken into account because this falls behind
the scope of the project (as discussed in Chapter 4). The local warehouse in the USA is denoted as
warehouse n = 1.

6.2 Evaluation method
In this Section the evaluation of the model as presented in Section 6.1 is presented .
6.2.1 Customer demand
The number of demanded units during lead-time Tin of part i at location n is denoted as

The probability2 at y (y ~ O) demanded units of part i at location n
expressed as follows :

P{Y;1 = y} = (An; 1f
y.

=1

Y;n ; i E I, n E N.

during lead-time can be

• e-A,,ra

Eq. 1

The probability at y (y ~ 0) demanded (taking both internal and external demand into account) units of
part i at location n = 0 during lead-time can be expressed as follows :

P{Y;o = y} =

(A;T;~f • e - "';T;o

Eq. 2

y.
6.2.2 Evaluation central warehouse

The aggregate fill rate for the local warehouse is denoted as F0 and the item fill rate of part i at
location n

2

=0 is denoted by

F;o (R;o ) . The aggregate fill rate equals:

Probnb1lities nre denoted v\1th P. The probability tliat variable X has v;ilue xis denoted as follows: P{X=x}
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Eq. 3

IPin (i E I; n E N) denotes the inventory position, OHin (i E I; n E N) denotes the inventory on hand, Xin(i E
I; n E N) denotes the pipeline stock and Bin (i E I; n E N) denotes the backorder position of a part at a
location. The relation between these parameters is as follows : IPin =OHin + Xin - Bin
A general formulation for the fill rates at the central warehouse can be obtained on basis of the
Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages (PASTA) feature: in a queuing system with Poisson process
generated demand , each demand arrival meets the same situation as an observer from outside the
system notices. The fill rate for part i equals the probability that the inventory on hand is at least equal
to 1:
R+Q

F;o (R;o ) = LP{OHio = x}

Eq. 4

x=I

After an order has been placed the inventory position immediately grows to a value equal to RiO+ Oio·
Let IPiO denote the inventory position at the central warehouse. Since an order is triggered as soon as
the inventory position equals Rio. we always have

IP; > R;o , i.e. IPio is at least Ri0+1. Axsater (2006)
0

shows that the probability that the system is in a certain state is the same for all states. Thereby he
shows that the probability is equal to 1/ QiO.
The on hand stock position can be obtained as follows :

P{OH;0 (R;0 )

For x > 0:

Qm

1

k=1

QiO

= x}= LP{Y;o = R;o + k-x} • ~

Eq. 5
~

1

P{OH;o(R;o)= O}= L,P{Y; 0 ~R;o +k}• - = 1- LP{OH;o(R;o) = x}
k=I
Q;o
x=l

For x = 0:

Eq. 6

Note that there is a direct relation between the inventory on hand of a part i at the central warehouse
and the backlog of part i at the central warehouse; the backorder position can be regarded as
negative stock on hand . So, the probability that there is any backlog at the central warehouse can be
determined as follows:
For x > 0:
k=I

Eq. 7
For x = 0:

Eq. 8

6.2.3 Evaluation local warehouse
The aggregate fill rate for the local warehouse is denoted as
1 is denoted by

F..

and the fill rate of part i at location n =

Fn . The aggregate fill rate equals:

F1 ~) -- "Li"An Fn (RiO, Sn)
ia LiA.k1

Eq. 9

led

The fill rate for part i equals the probability that the on hand stock position is larger than one:

F';1 (R;0 , Sn) = P {OHi1 ~

1}

= P {Xi1(Ri0) :5 Si1- 1}
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S11 - 1

= LP{X il (R;0 ) = x}

Eq. 10

x=O

The pipeline stock equals the demand during lead-time plus the demand that is backordered at the
central warehouse and is generated by the local warehouse in the USA. Demand that is backordered
at the central warehouse and is generated by the local warehouse in the USA, is denoted as

B}0 (R;o) . Now, the pipeline stock can be expressed as:
Eq. 11

This results in the following probability at x demand in the pipeline:
x

Eq. 12

P {X il (R;o ) = x} = L P {Y; 1 = i} • P{B}0 (R;o ) = x- i}
i=O

with ( x - i) ;::: 0
The ratio between the demand of part i at the local warehouse and the total demand of that same part
at the central warehouse can be used to determine the probability that a certain back-order at the
central warehouse is generated by the local. The ratio can be described as follows :

,1,.11

a. = -A,.

with i £ I.

Eq. 13

I

I

On basis of a binomial distribution one can calculate the probability that x backorders at the central
warehouse are generated by local warehouse n, assuming that there are in total y backorders at the
central warehouse. P{Bi,(R;o )

= =~(~)a, Y{l - a,r,.
x)

P{B;o (R;o )

=

y)

Eq. 14

This is an exact expression in case of parts with Poisson distributed demand. The probabilities at y
backorders at the central warehouse are described in Section 6.1.2.

6.2.4 Total inventory costs
Service at the warehouses depends on the matrix of all base stock levels and reorder levels. This
matrix is denoted as § . Let Z(§) denote the costs for holding § on stock. Let h; denote the holding
costs for putting part i one year on stock; these are directly related with the value of the part, denoted
by v;, and the costs for putting one euro on stock during one year, denoted by r. The value of a part
corresponds with the price of that part, as denoted in SAP. The holding costs can be calculated as
follows :
Eq. 15

It is assumed that at both locations the same price and <p are applied, and thus the same holding costs
for putting one part a year on stock can be considered .
Z(§) equals:

Eq. 16

In this formulation the costs represent the inventory positions for both locations. This means that
demand that is in transport to the locations is taken into account as well . For the local warehouse this
is straightforward , because that stock is part of the Stork Prints supply chain as well . For the central
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warehouse this may cause an overestimation of the costs. However, because this overestimation is
the same for all scenarios, comparisons will remain fair.

6.3 Optimization method
The following objective function is applied : Minimize the investment in inventory in the supply chain
under restriction that the aggregate order-line fill rate is bigger than the minimal aggregate order-line
fill rate , both at the central warehouse and the local warehouse in the USA:
Minimize Z(§) = L(hi(Rio

iti

+ ,Yi (Qi0 + l))+ LhiSil
id

Subject to:

Fn(~) ;;=: Fnmin
R;o and S; 1 integer, i E I
Because 0;0 and h; are constant, the objective function can be simplified into:
Minimize Z(§) =

L hiRio + L hiSil
iti

Eq. 17

id

Wong et al. describe a greedy approach that offers a feasible solution in an efficient way. The basic
idea of the approach is to add units of stock in an iterative way. The procedure usually starts with
base stock levels and reorder levels that result in zero fill rates at all locations. However, starting the
procedure with reorder levels of -Q ;o (that would lead to 0 fill rates) is no option in practice, because
reorder levels smaller than zero lead to situations in which customers have to wait for other customer
demands arriving before the central warehouse places an order at a supplier. Therefore the initial
reorder level at the central warehouse is set to zero at least, resulting in an initial fill rate at the central
warehouse that is higher than zero.
To guarantee some service on fast moving parts and to reduce computation time, the greedy
approach will start with an initial solution consisting of base stock levels and reorder levels equal to:
max {0, Ain • (E(Din) • T;n - 1)} for all parts at all locations. Thereby Rustenburg (2000)
recommends this initial solution in order to obtain that the fill rate of a part is always concave as a
function of the reorder or base stock level of that part (i.e. an increasing function with a decreasing
slope). This means that adding two extra pieces on stock of a part should lead to a fill rate increase
that does not exceed two times the fill rate increase of adding one extra piece on stock. If the function
is not concave the greedy approach of Wong et al. may not work optimal.
In each iteration, for each combination of i E I and n E N, the ratio r;n between extra service and extra
costs as a result of adding one extra unit to stock is calculated :

M;n

r . = -In

Eq. 18

t:.z.

In

With

M;n = L {(Fnmin - Fn(~)f -(Fnmin - Fn~ + u in )f} and U;n being a 111 xi.NJ matrix
nc.N

containing values zero at all cells, except for the cell (i,n). That cell has a value of one.
In order to reduce computation time this can be approximated by:

M;n =

L {Fn ~+Uin ) - Fn ~)}

Eq. 19

ncN,Fn<Fnmin

The difference with the before mentioned exact determination of

M;n is that now no new calculations

are made when the minimal required fill rate is exceeded . A small error can be that a higher than
required service level is obtained . However, for large groups of parts the approximation is accurate.
Because this is the case, the approximation will be applied.
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The extra costs !!,Zin are equal to hi. In each iteration one unit of stock is really added to the
combination with the largest ratio. Iterations are stopped when target fill rates Fn for all locations are
reached . The formal description of the greedy approach is as follows :
Step 1: Set the initial solution§ for all n EN
Step 2: Calculate

Af';n and 'in for all i EI and n EN that have Fn < Fnmin.

Step 3: Let i* and n* denote the combination with the highest ratio rin· Now§ := § +Ui·n··
If n* = 1: Recalculate Fn for n*.
If n* = 0: Recalculate Fn for all n E N.
Step 4: If

Fn(S) ~ Fnminfor all n EN go to END. If not, go to step 2.

END

6.4 Decentralized control model
In the previous sections (Section 6.1 to Section 6.2) a centralized control concept has been
discussed. In case of decentralized control both locations make decisions on inventory levels while
making assumptions on the other locations. Therefore two sub models can be considered . First, a
single echelon model for the central warehouse is designed . In this model the central warehouse does
not take into account that the reorder levels they set do influence the fill rates at the local warehouses.
Second , a single echelon model for the USA local warehouse is designed. In this model the local USA
warehouse has to make assumptions about the availability of parts from its supplier (i.e. the central
warehouse). It is assumed that the central warehouse can always deliver from stock (i.e. has no
backlog) the stock in pipeline is equal to the demand during the lead-time and therefore the fill rate
can be calculated in the following way:
S;i-1

F;1 (Sil )= _LP{Yil = x}

Eq. 20

x=O

For all other calculations the formulas provided in the evaluation method described in Section 6.1 can
be applied . Also the greedy approach (optimization method) as presented in Section 6.2 can still be
used. However, in the decentralized control model , the optimization method (greedy approach) will be
applied twice, one time per location. When the set of base stock levels for the local warehouse in the
USA and the set of reorder levels for the central warehouse are found , these should be put in the
evaluation method of the central control model in order to calculate fill rates that will be really obtained
and can be compared with the central control option . In figure 6-1 the different steps in the
decentralized stock control model are depicted in a schedule.
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Figure 6-1 : Overview of steps in decentralized stock control model

6.5 Extensions to the model for order line fill rate and compound demand
distribution
In the earlier described models demand is considered to constitute Poisson processes. However, as
mentioned before, for some parts demand does not arrive in equal batches per order line. Hence, the
applied pure Poisson distribution is an approximation. If Stork Prints manages to fit a compound
distribution that takes the possibility for different compounds into account for those parts, adjustments
to the formulas provided in Sections 6.1 to 6.3 can be made. These adjustments can take the order
line fill rate into account as well, because a compound distribution provides information on the level of
order lines. The adjustments needed are listed in this Section and refer to the formulas as numbered
in Section 6.1 to 6.3.

6.5.1 Demand equations
Assume that direct external customer demand arrivals for a part i

Poisson process with constant rate

X;n and

E

E

N constitute a

that total rate of demand arrivals for a part i

central warehouse constitutes a Poisson process with constant rate
probability for having m demand arrivals of part i
calculated as follows:

P{Mn

I at location n

E

I at location n

E

E

I at the

X; . Let P{M;n = m} denote the

N during lead-time. This can be

=m} = C1;1I';1r • e-l;17i1

Eq. 21

(,X;T;~r • e-l;1io

Eq. 22

m.1

P{M;o = m} =

m.
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Demand during lead-time equations 1 and 2 should be adjusted as well, because these equation
should take different compounds per demand arrival into account now. Therefore equation 1 and 2
turn into:
y

P {Y;n

=y} =I P{Y;n =YIMin =m}. P{M ;n =m}

Eq. 23

m=O

Let an example illustrate how this can be calculated . If y = 3, this can be due to 1 order-line of 3 units,
or 3 order-lines of 1 unit, or 1 order-line of 2 units and one order-line of 1 unit. In the latter case, there
are two possibilities: the first order-line may contain 2 units and the second order-line one unit, or vice
versa. The probability formulation of this example is as follows :

P {Y;n =3} = P{Min =1}. P{Din

=3} + 2. P{M in =2}. P{D;n =2}. P{Din =1} + P{M ;n =3}. (P{Din =

P{D;n=d} denotes the probability for having d units in an direct external customer order line of part i E I
at location n E N and P{D;=d} denotes the steady state probability for having d units in any order line of
part i E I at the central warehouse.
Thereby the expected order-line sizes (i.e. compounds) should be taken into account while
determining the origin of backorders at the central warehouse. The expected order-line size of a direct
external customer order-line for part i E I at location n E N is denoted as E(D;n) and the expected orderline size for any order- line of part i E I at the central warehouse is denoted as E(D;). This can be
calculated ad follows :
~

E(Dn)= LP{M ;1 =m}•m

Eq. 24

m=I
~

E(D;) = LP{M ;o

= m} • m

Eq. 25

m=l

Now equation 13 turns into:

a . = An • E(Dn)
I

A;

Eq. 26

E(D;)

By changing equation 13 into equation 26, equation 12 becomes an approximation, because
independency between backorders at the central warehouse cannot be guaranteed anymore; if there
are for example two backordered pieces of a certain part and one of the two is generated by the local
warehouse in the USA, the probability that the second piece in backorder is also generated by the
local warehouse in the USA is larger than a;.

6.5.2 Fill rate equations
In case of compound demand distributions and order line fill rates , the fill rate equations (4, 10 and 17)
should take the compound distribution into account. Therefore these equations should be adjusted .
Equation 4 turns into:
Rio +Q;o

oo

F'; 0 (R;o ) =I LP{OH;o
k=I

=x} • P{D; =k}

Eq. 27

x=k

Equation 10 turns into:
~

S;i-k

F; 1 (R;o, Sn) =I LP{X; 1 (R;0 )

=x} • P{D; =k}
1

Eq. 28

k=I x=O

Equation 17 turns into:
~

F;1 (S;1 )

S;i-k

=I IP{Y; =x} • P{Dn =k}
1

k=I x=O
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Eq. 29

Because no well fitting compound distribution has been found, the extensions described in this section
will not be taken into account in the following Chapters. However, in Section 7.4 will be validated that
the model , as presented in Sections 6.1 to 6.3, works well.
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7. Programs
In this Chapter first the selected programming language is discussed (Section 7.1). After that the three
programs that have been built are discussed: the optimization program (Section 7.2), the evaluation
program (Section 7.3) and the validation program (Section 7.4).

7 .1 Selection of programming language
In order to execute the models as described in Chapter 6 a programming language is required . At
Stork Prints no programming language was available, while the Eindhoven University of Technology
3
provides two programming languages: Delphi and Chi. In this project Delphi is used . The main
reasons for choosing Delphi over Chi are:
• At the Operations Planning Accounting and Control department (OPAC, the department at
which the university supervisors are conducting research) at the Eindhoven University of
Technology expert knowledge on Delphi is available
• The company supervisor of Stork Prints has worked with Delphi before
• Delphi has a quite simple and straightforward logic, thereby making it easy to understand and
to work with for employees of Stork Prints
• Delphi can be run on Windows systems, the standard system within Stork Prints, whereas Chi
requires a Linux environment
Several Delphi programs are built. First, the optimization method (to obtain optimal stock levels given
certain target fill rate) is translated into a Delphi program . Second , an evaluation program is built to
calculate the fill rate given a stock configuration . Third , a validation program is developed that is
executed to validate the first two programs .

7 .2 Optimization programs
Two optimization programs have been designed: a centralized optimization program and a
decentralized optimization program . The decentralized optimization program is only needed to
perform some analysis (as provided in Section 8.1.2). The centralized optimization program
represents the optimization model, as provided in Chapter 6 (Sectiosn 6.1 to 6.3) and will be applied
by Stork Prints . Therefore only the centralized optimization program will be discussed in this Section.
The source code of the optimization program can be found in Appendix A7 and follows the centralized
control model as presented in Chapter 6. An extra feature in comparison with the model is the
introduction of 'epsilons', in order to limit computation time. These epsilons describe the accuracy of
the summation loops that go to infinity. An epsilon of 0,000001 means that the summation is ended as
soon as the last 'loop' adds less than 0,000001 to the summation .
The source code is only needed when that model is adjusted , for example when a location is added .
People that work with the program are not confronted with the source code, but with an easy to use
interface. This interface provides two buttons, three decision options and an output screen . These will
be discussed in short in this section . For more detailed information about the program the reader is
referred to the hand-out that has especially been made for using the program at Stork Prints .
In figure 7-1 the interface of the program is depicted . When the program is executed, the user has to
set target fill rates for the central warehouse and the local warehouse in the USA, by setting a value in
the boxes next to 'FO_min' and 'FU_min'. Thereby the user has to decide whether he wants to start
with initial stock levels or with stock levels of zero, by choosing between the two options that are
indicated with 'SO and SU'. The user is recommended to start with initial stock levels, in order to
reduce computation time.
,, Borland Delphi Enterprise Version 7 For more information tl1e reader is referred to CantC1 (2005)
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When decision on the target fill rates and initial stock levels are made, the user can read the Excel file,
by pressing the button 'Read input from file' and browsing to the prepared Excel file. After that,
calculations can be started by pressing the 'Calculate' button. In the output screen at the bottom of the
interface the intermediate fill rates are depicted, resulting from the iterations.
Calculation time depends to a large extent on the number of parts, the initial stock levels, the target fill
rate and the standard order quantities QiO. For 220 breakdown parts and a target fill rate of 99%
computation time is about 2 minutes. For 130 runner parts (so parts with relatively high demand) and
a fill rate of 99% computation time is about 15 minutes. Therefore the in Section 5.4 discussed
approximation of the pipeline stock will not be implemented. The 'Validation' button is used to perform
the validation that will be discussed in Section 7.4.

IL
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-----o.ntilllcl-Pen

21 :45

As mentioned before, a detailed handout about the program has been written and distributed among
the people that will work with the program . In this handout information can be found on the following
topics :
• Creating a suitable Excel file that can be read by Delphi
• Setting parameters like target fill rates and initial reorder levels
•
Executing the programs
•
Handling of error messages
•
Interpreting the programs' output
• Changes in source code required for adding a location

7 .3 Evaluation program
The evaluation program represents the in Chapter 6 provided evaluation method. So, by using the
evaluation program fill rates can be calculated based on a stock configuration. The evaluation
program is very similar to the optimization program . The evaluation program has been tested by
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evaluating the output of the optimization program ; the evaluation program gives the same fill rates as
output, as were considered as input in the optimization program .

7.4 Verification and validation
In order to determine whether both the optimization program and the evaluation program are accurate
representations of the actual system being studied , the programs have to be verified and validated .
7 .4.1 Verification

Verification deals with determining whether the model assumptions have been correctly been
translated into a computer program (Delphi), i.e. checking whether the model behaves as intended.
Kelton et al. (2002) present a number of techniques that can be used for verifying a model. The
following methods have been applied in this project:
First, the error messages that appeared when running the programs were tackled , i.e. the programs
were debugged generally. Second , only a single entity was allowed to enter the system . This entity
was followed step by step to be sure that the programs work correctly. Third , an input datasheet was
set-up and several experts predicted the programs' outcome. The predictions matched the output.
Fourth, the Delphi code was explained to and checked by several people. No bad representations
were found .
7 .4.2 Validation

Validation is a much broader concept than verification and is defined as the process of determining
whether a model is an accurate representation of the system , with respect to the particular objectives
of the study (Kelton et al. , 2002). In order to validate the developed optimization model , a validation
model has been built and programmed in Delphi. The validation model represents the spare parts
stock control system of Stork Prints; in contradiction to the optimization model (that calculates with
probabilities), the validation model calculates with pieces and takes time into account. The goal of the
validation program is to predict whether the base stock and reorder levels (obtained as an output of
the optimization program) really lead to the target fill rates set in the optimization program . This is
done by using the base stock and reorder levels as an input to the validation program and register to
what aggregate fill rate this would lead on basis of real demand data.
The validation program needs data from two Excel files . First, a file with part data is uploaded, by
pressing the 'Read Input from file' button (see figure 7.1 ). This file is almost the same file as read in
the optimization program . The only difference is that eventual reorder and base stock levels are used
instead of initial reorder and base stock levels. The eventual base stock and reorder levels represent
the levels as obtained as an output from the optimization program . Second, an order line file is read
by pressing the 'Validation' button . This file contains information on the time, size, part ID, location
and origin of the order line. In the input file the latter two characteristics are the same (Boxmeer or
USA). Time is registered in working days. Day 1,6,11 , .. . are assumed to be Mondays. Because the
part ID's are the same as in the part data file, information on supplier order quantities and lead-times
is available as well. The program puts the order lines in an event list that is sorted on the event days.
Immediately after this, the program starts handling the event list. In order to monitor the aggregate fill
rates, an order line event of size x is seen as x order line events of size 1. All other order line
characteristics (day, part ID and location) remain the same.
When an order line event is handled and there is on hand stock available at the location at which the
order line arrives, the on hand stock is lowered with 1. It is registered how many parts are delivered
directly from stock. If there is not enough on hand stock, a backorder is created of size 1. These
backorders are handled in FCFS order (in case a replenishment order arrives).
At the USA location, immediately after the order line has been handled (either fulfilled or backordered)
an order is created for Boxmeer and added to the event list. This new event gets 'Boxmeer' as
location, but it keeps 'USA' as origin . The event day depends on when the order is handled in the USA
and on the transportation mode. For example, if the part that is regarded is shipped by plane, the new
event day is round up to the nearest multiple of 5 (which represent Fridays), because of the existence
of a review period of a week (on Fridays orders are sent to Boxmeer).
At the Boxmeer location, after an order has been handled, it is checked whether the inventory position
is equal to or smaller than the reorder level. Remember that the inventory position equals {on hand
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stock - backorders + pipeline stock}. The pipeline stock equals all replenishment orders that have not
arrived yet. If the inventory position is equal to or smaller than the reorder level a replenishment event
is created . The size of the replenishment event equals the supplier order quantity and the event time
equals the order day increased with the supplier lead-time. The replenishment event is added to the
event list.
Backorder and order lines that are fulfilled in Boxmeer and have 'Boxmeer' as an origin leave the
system , after it has been registered whether they were handled directly from stock. Order lines and
backorders that are fulfilled in Boxmeer and have 'USA' as an origin, lead to the creation of a
replenishment event for the USA. This event is added to the event list and has a replenishment size
equal to the order line size, because of the base stock policy applied in the USA this always equals 1 .
For determining the replenishment time it is checked whether the part is transported by boat or by
plane (on basis of the transportation time in the part data Excel file). In case of plane transport this
means that the replenishment day is round up to multiples of 5 (because planes leave only on
Fridays) and increased with 5 (because of the ship time of 5 days). Note that a USA order line that
has been fulfilled directly from stock in Boxmeer, does not need to be round up. Only backorders may
have to wait some extra days before they can be shipped .
On basis of the base stock and reorder levels that have been generated by the optimization program ,
the validation program will be applied for real demand data. This means that the model as presented
in Chapter 6 will be validated , including the assumption of Poisson processes to describe demand and
the assumption of assuming transportation times to USA to equal 1,5 times the ship times (and
neglecting the review periods, see Section 5.3).
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In order to monitor order line fill rates as well, another version of the validation program has been built.
The main difference in comparison with the first validation program is that in the second program an
order line of size x is not split into x order lines of size 1. Partial backordering is not allowed , which
means that if there is an order line of size x enters the system when the on hand stock position has
size y (O<y<x), a backorder of size xis created instead of a backorder of size (x-y).
The source code of the validation program can be found in Appendix A7.
The validation programs have been executed for real order line data over 2006 (January till October).
For breakdown parts there were 605 order lines at the central warehouse and 55 order lines in the
USA. For runners there were 15,277 order lines of size at the central warehouse and 1,862 order lines
in the USA. In table 7-1 the results are depicted. The small differences between optimization input and
output can be explained by the fact that the USA usually reaches earlier it's target than Boxmeer does
(because the USA has fewer stock keeping units and less demand per stock keeping unit). So, some
units are added to the stock in Boxmeer after the USA has already reached its target. This results in
an increase in performance from Boxmeer to the USA and thus an increase in the service that is
realized in the USA.
Service measure
Optimization input
Optimization output
Validation output
Validation output
Optimization input
Optimization output
Validation output
Validation output

Aggregate fill rate
Aggregate fill rate
Aggregate fill rate
Order line fill rate
Aggregate fill rate
Aggregate fill rate
Aggregate fill rate
Order line fill rate

BD parts
Boxmeer
99,0%
99,0%
98,6%
96,8%
95,0%
95,0%
94,1%
90,0%

BD parts
USA
99,0%
99,1%
98,2%
96,1%
95,0%
95,0%
93,6%
89,2%

Runners
Boxmeer
99,0%
99,0%
98,9%
98,0%
95,0%
95,0%
94,7%
92.4%

Runners
USA
99,0%
99,2%
99,1%
98,2%
95,0%
95,1%
94,9%
92,7%

Table 7- 1: results of validation

Based on these results , several conclusions can be drawn. First, it can be concluded that the
difference between the optimization output and the validation output is quite small in terms of
aggregate fill rates. Therefore, the periodical reorder policy in the USA can reasonably well be
described by a continuous reorder policy. Besides, the demand process, which actually occurs in
order lines for some parts, can be described with a Poisson process.
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Thereby it can be concluded that the higher the optimization input, the smaller the difference between
the optimization input and the validation output. For high optimization inputs, the order line fill rate
approaches the aggregate fill rate. It should be noted that there are quite few breakdown part order
lines. This is one of the reasons that the difference between the optimization input and validation
output is larger for breakdown parts than for runners.
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8. Results
In this Chapter first three possible control options are described (Section 8.1) and the results in terms
of inventory position and fill rates are provided. In Section 8.2 the impact of the fill rates and leadtimes on the results is depicted and the results of the transportation mode selection tool are provided .

8.1 Control options
Stork Prints is aiming at the right level of centralization in its supply chain. Therefore Stork Prints
wants to know the consequences of implementing a centralized control concept in comparison with
the current situation and in comparison with an optimized decentralized control concept. Therefore the
following three options will be considered in this Section :
Option 1. Retain current situation; decentralized control, reorder and base stock levels are mainly
based on experience and intuition
Option 2. Implement decentralized control model, as presented in Section 6.4, aiming at local
optimized inventories
Option 3. Implement optimized centralized control model, as presented in Sections 6.1 to 6.3, aiming
at global optimized inventories
Thereby, in options 2 and 3, it is assumed that the transportation mode selection tool as described in
Chapter 5 is used . In option 1 only plane transport to the USA is assumed . In Section 8.2.4 the
performance of the transportation mode selection tool in comparison with only plane transports will be
discussed .
8.1.1 Inventory positions and fill rates corresponding with option 1
In order to make a fair comparison between the three options, the inventory value resulting from the
current stocking policy will be estimated on basis of the current control parameters (i.e. reorder level
and order quantities, base stock levels) instead of the actual stock value. The latter is not only the
result from inventory control management but also from incidents (e.g. recently stock in Boxmeer was
increased because some other Stork prints location in Europe had been closed).
Because no fill rates were tracked in the past, the evaluation program as described in Section 7.3 is
executed in order to obtain the theoretical fill rates corresponding with the current situation.

In table 8-1 both the average inventory positions and aggregate fill rates based on the current
situation are provided for both locations and for the two groups of parts that are sold from stock: the
group of breakdown parts and the group of runner parts. Total fill rates are calculated on basis of the
ratio in demand intensities between breakdown parts and runners (in Boxmeer 14,5 : 85,5 and in the
USA (8,6 : 91 :4).
Option 1

BD parts
Runners
Total

Boxmeer
Average IP
(Euros)
204,058
270,331
474,389

Agg . fill rate
0,941
0,972
0,968

USA
Average IP
(Euros)
90,610
62,497
153,107

Agg. fill rate
0,934
0,968
0,965

Total
Average IP
(Euros)
294,668
332,828
627,496

Table 8-1 : Results cu"ent s1tuat1on

8.1.2 Inventory positions and fill rates corresponding with option 2
When the decentralized optimization program is run , the local warehouse assumes that the central
warehouse can always deliver directly from stock. So, that warehouse neglects the potential
backorders at the central warehouse. Therefore, the decentralized optimization program may lead to
solutions that are not feasible; i.e. the target fill rates set are not reached .
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In order to deal with this, the centralized evaluation (as described in Section 7.3) program has to be
run after the decentralized optimization program has been run twice (once for the local warehouse in
the USA and once for the central warehouse). In order to compare the three control options, this has
been done for several fill rate targets. The obtained results have been interpolated (for details on this
interpolation the reader is referred to Appendix A6) and estimations have been made for the current fill
rates as presented in Subsection 8.1.1 (Boxmeer: 97,2% for runners and 94,1% for breakdown parts;
USA: 96,8% for runners and 93,4% for breakdown parts). These fill rates and inventory positions are
depicted in table 8-2.
Option 2

BD parts
Runners
Total

Boxmeer
Average IP
(Euros)
136,000
193,000
329,000

Agg . fill rate
0,941
0,972
0,968

USA
Average IP
(Euros)
20,000
39,000
59,000

Agg. fill rate
0,934
0,968
0,965

Total
Average IP
(Euros)
156,000
232,000
388,000

Table 8-2: Results decentralized control option

8.1.3 Inventory positions and fill rates corresponding with option 3
In table 8-3 the inventory positions for the centralized control option are depicted, based on the
current fill rates and obtained by executing the centralized optimization program .

Option 3

BD parts
Runners
Total

Boxmeer
Average IP
(Euros)
135,948
191,390
327,338

Agg. fill rate
0,941
0,972
0,968

USA
Average IP
(Euros)
15,451
32,529
47,980

Agg. fill rate
0,934
0,968
0,965

Total
Average IP
(Euros)
151,399
223,919
375,318

Table 8-3: Results centralized control option

8.1.4 Conclusions on control options
In the previous Sections an overview of the inventory positions per control option has been provided,
for target breakdown fill rates of 94,1% (Boxmeer) and 93,4% (USA) and runner fill rates of 97,2%
(Boxmeer) and 96,8% (USA). In figure 8-1 these results are depicted per location and in figure 8-2
these results are depicted per group of parts. In both figures, the fourth column represents the value
that is actually on stock at Stork Prints. Within these 'actual stock' columns, the pipeline stock to the
warehouse in Boxmeer is not included, so the on hand stock in Boxmeer is depicted instead of the
inventory position.

At the moment stock at both locations equals 705,000 Euros. On basis of the current reorder and
base stock levels (i.e. control option 1), an average total inventory position of 627,496 Euros is
expected . This level can be approached if no incidents happen. It can be concluded that both the
decentralized (option 2) and centralized (option 3) control concepts lead to less stock required to
obtain the mentioned fill rates , in comparison with the current policy (option 1). If the decentralized
control concept will be applied, an average total inventory position reduction of 38% can be reached in
comparison with control option 1. If the centralized control concept will be applied, an average total
inventory position reduction of 40% can be reached .
So it can be concluded that the centralized stock concept leads to less inventory than the
decentralized concept. By applying the centralized control concept instead of the decentralized control
concept a reduction of 3% can be reached. Especially the local warehouse profits from global control :
an inventory position reduction of 18% in the USA can be obtained . This can be explained by the fact
that in the decentralized option the locations do not take each other in account. So, the local
warehouse does not take potential stock-outs at the central warehouse into account. Thereby, only
the extra service at one location is taken into account when the consequences are calculated of
putting an extra unit of a part on stock. Therefore it can happen that not the ideal stock configuration is
calculated .
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However, inventory value differences between the centralized and decentralized control concepts are
quite small (13,000 Euros). This can be explained by the relatively low inventory position in the USA
and the fact that fill rates are relatively high, resulting in a relative small error on the assumption that
the central warehouse can always deliver directly from stock. Thereby, only one local warehouse is
integrated in the centralized control concept. It is expected that differences increase when more
locations are taken into account.
These results make that Stork Prints should implement the centralized control concept. By applying
the centralized control concept inventory positions will decrease most (while the same service is
retained), especially when more locations are integrated in the future. Thereby centralized control
leads to other advantages that will have a positive effect on the inventory position . First, a centralized
control concept leads to more sharing of information, which can lead to less obsolete inventory (by
better re-allocating inventory among locations) and more consistent and up-to-date information in the
supply chain, leading to fewer parts with a stocking policy and enabling better inventory planning at
the central warehouse.
Inventory positions will not immediately drop from the current values to the values of option 3 as
depicted in figures 8-1 and 8-2, because Stork Prints will realize the inventory reduction via
postponement of replenishments and not via scrapping or dumping parts. It is recommended that
Stork Prints will conduct research on the possibilities of reallocating parts among locations, based on
comparing the output of the model with the actual stock levels. Reallocation can speed up the
inventory reductions.
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8.2 Sensitivity analyses
In this Section, the sensitivity of several parameters on the performance of the centralized stock
control concept is provided . Based on interviews with managers and inventory planners, the fill rates
(Subsection 8.2.1), supplier lead-times (Subsection 8.2.2), supplier order quantities (Subsection 8.2.3)
and transportation modes to the USA (Subsection 8.2.4) have been considered to be the most
interesting factors for Stork Prints at the moment. Thereby, looking at the model as presented in
Chapter 6, it can be expected that these parameters have a relatively large impact.
Finally, in Subsection 8.2.5 an overview of all sensitivity analyses is provided .

8.2.1 Fill rate sensitivity
In order to obtain an insight in the impact of the fill rates on the inventory positions the optimization
program as described in Section 7.2 has been executed for several fill rate options. Based on
interviews with managers from several departments and locations within Stork Prints, fill rates targets
of 90, 95%, 97% and 99% are considered to be most interesting. The results obtained from these four
targets have been interpolated to provide an insight in the inventory positions for any practical fill rate
between 90% and 99% . In figure 8-3 an overview of the inventory positions in Boxmeer and the USA
for the group of breakdown parts is provided , while in figure 8-4 an overview of the inventory positions
in Boxmeer and the USA for the group of runners is provided. Note that, because of the existence of
order quantities, inventory does not tend to zero when fill rate targets approach zero.

It can be concluded that the impact of the fill rates on the reorder levels and inventory positions is
significant, especially for high fill rates . Inventory positions tend to increase faster when target fill rates
approach 100%. The increase in inventory positions in Boxmeer for a fill rate increase from 95% to
97% equals 5% for breakdown parts and 7% for runners , while this increase for a fill rate increase
from 97% to 99% equals 13% for breakdown parts and 15% for runners. This effect is
understandable, because the model works with demand probabilities and there is always a (very)
small probability that more demand occurs during lead-time than the reorder level can handle; in
theory, a 100% fill rate is not possible.
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8.2.2 Supplier lead-time sensitivity
In order to obtain an insight in the impact of the supplier lead-times on the inventory positions, the
optimization program as described in Section 7.2 has been executed with reduced lead-times, for fill
rate levels that are actually realized . In table 8-4 the results of this sensitivity analysis have been
provided. Inventory in Boxmeer can be reduced as a result of the supplier lead-time reduction .
Required inventory in the USA remains approximately the same, because Boxmeer retains the same
service level, so the same percentage of USA orders is backordered at the central warehouse. A leadtime reduction of 50% results in a total (i.e. both breakdown parts and runners) inventory position (in
Euros) reduction of 19% in Boxmeer and a total inventory position reduction of 16% in the supply
chain of Boxmeer and the USA. For runners these percentages are higher (22% for the inventory
position in Boxmeer and 18% for the supply chain of Boxmeer and the USA), while for breakdown
parts these percentages are lower (8% for the inventory position in Boxmeer and 7% for the supply
chain of Boxmeer and the USA). This difference can be explained by the fact that runners are fast
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moving parts in comparison with breakdown parts, so a lead-time reduction means a significant
reduction in expected demand during lead-time. For the slow moving breakdown parts the decision is
more on putting one or zero on stock, which is less influenced by lead-times.
So, especially for runners it is interesting to reduce lead-times with some percents. It is recommended
that Stork Prints performs more research on lead-time reductions ; usually a smaller lead-time is
related with a higher price to be paid or larger quantities to order. If this is the case, it should be
calculated, whether the lead-time reduction saves more than it costs. The model and programs can be
a help for this .
All supplier lead-times as in SAP
Agg. fill rates
Average IP
Boxmeer and USA
Boxmeer
(Euros)
BD parts
0,941 and 0,934
135,948
Runners
0,972 and 0,968
191 ,390
Total
0,968 and 0,965
327,338
All supplier lead-times are reduced with 50%
Agg. fill rates
Average IP
Boxmeer and USA
Boxmeer
(Euros)
BD parts
0,941 and 0,934
124,783
Runners
0,972 and 0,968
150,813
Total
0,968 and 0,965
275,596

Average IP
USA (Euros)

Total average
IP (Euros)

15,451
32,529
47,980

151 ,399
223,919
375,318

Average IP
USA (Euros)

Total average
IP (Euros)

Average IP
reduction

15,850
33,158
49,008

140,633
183,971
324,604

7%
18%
16%

Table 8-4: Impact of lead-times on inventory positions

8.2.3 Supplier order quantity sensitivity
As can be seen in table 8-5 inventory positions in Boxmeer decrease when order quantities are
lowered . When order quantities are halved , the total inventory position (both runners and breakdown
parts) in Boxmeer can be reduced with 24%, while the total inventory position in the supply chain
(both runners and breakdown parts) can be reduced with 20% . For runners these percentages are
lower (22% for the inventory position in Boxmeer and 18% for the supply chain of Boxmeer and the
USA), while for breakdown parts these percentages are higher (27% for the inventory position in
Boxmeer and 23% for the supply chain of Boxmeer and the USA). The relatively high inventory
position reductions for breakdown parts can be explained as follows : As mentioned before, for
breakdown parts the decision often is on putting zero or one on stock. So, if reorder levels < 0 are not
allowed , reorder quantities cannot be compensated by lower reorder levels, while this can be done for
the faster moving runners .
One should keep in mind that the reorder-levels show a small increase, so the minimal inventory
positions increase a little bit. As a result of the decreasing order quantities, the maximal inventory
positions decrease. This decrease is larger than the before-mentioned increase, resulting in a
decrease of the average inventory positions.
Inventory positions in the USA remain approximately constant, because Boxmeer has the same
service level in both situations and only the inventory configuration changes.
So, on the one hand , order quantities limit the freedom of the program and thus result in higher
inventory levels and thus inventory costs. On the other hand , order quantities result in lower purchase
costs (including parts prices), lower transportation costs and lower handling costs . It is recommended
that Stork Prints executes more research on the impact of order quantities on those other costs and
decides whether it is worth reducing order quantities.
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All supplier order quantities as in SAP

Agg . fill rates
Boxmeer and
USA
BD parts
0,941 and 0,934
0,972 and 0,968
Runners
Total
0,968 and 0,965
All supplier order quantities are
Agg . fill rates
Boxmeer and
USA
0,941 and 0,934
BD parts
Runners
0,972 and 0,968
Total
0,968 and 0,965

Average IP
Average IP
Boxmeer
USA (Euros)
(Euros)
135,948
15,451
191 ,390
32,529
47,980
327,338
reduced with 50%
Average IP
Average IP
USA (Euros)
Boxmeer
(Euros)
16,207
100,867
149,313
33,720
250,180
49,927

Total average
IP (Euros)
151,399
223,919
375,318
Total average
IP (Euros)

IP reduction
(in%)

117,074
183,033
300,107

23%
18%
20%

Table 8-5: Impact of supplier order quantities on inventory positions

8.2.4 USA transportation mode sensitivity

As mentioned before (Chapter 3), in the current situation almost all parts are transported to the USA
by plane. By applying the transportation mode selection tool (as presented in Chapter 5 and Appendix
A3), a decision based on the trade-off between inventory and transportation costs can be made. To
provide some insight in the performance of the transportation mode selection tool, in this Section the
results while applying the tool will be compared of the results when it would not be applied (and all
parts would be transported by plane). Both transportation and inventory costs are considered . In order
to determine the inventory costs an inventory holding cost factor of 0,15/Euro/year is applied, based
on interviews with managers. This factor includes among others capital costs, handling costs and
costs to cover risks for obsolescence and damaging of inventory.
In table 8-6 the results are depicted . As can be seen in this table, the inventory costs in Boxmeer
remain approximately the same for both options, while total inventory costs (for both breakdown parts
and runners) in the USA are 34% higher when the transportation mode selection tool is applied .
Transportation costs, however, are almost reduced to zero when the transportation mode selection
tool is applied (a 89% decrease). Altogether, applying the transportation mode selection tool results in
a decrease in total costs {both transportation and inventory costs) of 9% . Therefore it is recommended
to apply the transportation mode selection tool when setting transportation modes for parts to the
USA. It should be noted that the effects for runners are much higher. This is due to the fast moving
character of these parts, resulting in higher plane transportation costs. Thereby the slow-moving
breakdown parts have relatively high values, which makes it less interesting to have high safety
stocks in the USA. Therefore for these parts the transportation mode selection tool often recommends
faster replenishments (i.e. plane transports) to the USA, which results in lower differences between
the two options in terms of costs.
Finally, it should be noted that the single-echelon approach used in the transportation mode selection
tool , is not that limiting to the results (in comparison with a two-echelon approach), because of two
reasons. First, as can be seen in Section 8.1, the differences between a centralized and decentralized
control concept are not that big. Second, inventory costs differences (between applying the
transportation mode selection tool and not applying it) have a small effect on the total USA (i.e.
inventory and transportation) costs difference.

USA transportation mode selected based on transportation mode selection tool

BD parts
Runners
Total

Agg. fill rates
Boxmeer and
USA
0,941 and 0,934
0,972 and 0,968
0,968and0,965

Average IP
Boxmeer
Euros
135,948
191,390
327,338

Average IP
USA (Euros)

Transport.
Costs (Euros)

15,451
32,529
47,980

487
325
812

Total costs (in Euros,
inventory holding cost
factor = 0,16 /Euro/ ear
23,197
33,913
57,110
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USA transportation mode always plane
Agg. fill rates
Average IP
Boxmeer and
Boxmeer
(Euros)
USA
BD parts
0,941 and 0,934
135,948
0,972
and
0,968
193,021
Runners
0,968 and 0,965
328,969
Total

Average IP
USA (Euros)

Transport.
Costs (Euros)

15,138
20,393
35,531

736
6,795
7,531

Total costs (in Euros,
inventory holding cost
factor= 0,15/Euro/year)
23,399
38,807
62,206

Table 8-6: Impact of USA transportation mode on inventory and transportation costs

8.2.5 Overview of results
In the previous Subsections the impact of several parameters on the performance of the centralized
stock control concept have been provided . In this Subsection an overview of these results will be
provided . In figure 8-5 the effects of following actions are depicted:
1. Target fill rates lowered to 90%
2. Target fill rates increased to 99%
3. Supplier LT reduced by 50%
4. Order quantity reduced by 50%
5. Not applying the transportation mode selection tool

The depicted effects represents the yearly cost savings (when positive) or extra yearly costs (when
negative) in comparison with the results of the centralized control concept for the current input
parameters (e.g. supplier order quantities and lead-times) at the current fill rates (as presented in
Subsection 8.1.1) and while the transportation mode selection tool is applied . Costs concern
transportation costs (for transport to the USA) and costs for the inventory positions at the central
warehouse and the local warehouse. A 15% inventory holding cost factor per year is applied .
It can be concluded that the target fill rates are very significant; inventory costs change a lot when the
targets are changed , especially for targets close to 100%. Thereby it should be noted that a 50%
reduction of supplier lead-times leads to a smaller effect than a 50% reduction of order quantities.
With regard to the transportation mode selection tool , it can be concluded that the transportation mode
has not much influence on the inventory costs, while transportation costs are influenced significantly.
One should keep in mind that the effect of applying two actions at the same time does not equal the
sum of the effects of the two single actions, because the actions and effects are not independent from
each other. Finally, in relation with all actions, it should be noted that, as mentioned before, other
costs should be taken into account as well, for example handling costs, purchasing costs, part prices
and costs due to stock-outs. Therefore further research is required before any action can be taken.

• Transportation costs to USA
Inventory costs in Boxrreer and the USA

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Reduction of costs (x1000 Euros)
Figure 8-5: Effects on results of centralized control concept
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In figure 8-6 potential inventory position reductions are depicted, in comparison with the actual stock.
TMST stands for transportation mode selection tool and SOQ stands for supplier order quantity.
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Figure 8-6: Potential inventory position reductions
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9. Implementation plan
Stork Prints is actually implementing the centralized control concept (as described in Chapter 6). In
order to make sure that this implementation will be successful an overview of the most important steps
with regard to implementation will be presented.
Not only technical implementation is needed, but also organizational issues, like setting
responsibilities, have to be considered . Thereby it is important to note that whether implementation is
successful or not, depends to a high extent on the support for the new spare parts stock control
system within Stork Prints . It is important that the people, who will work with the system, understand
how it works and why the system makes certain decisions.

9.1 Step 1 - Support creation
During all project phases a lot of attention has been paid on creating support for the redesigned stock
control system. At Stork Prints B.V. in Boxmeer, managers responsible for logistics, sales and
purchasing, inventory planners and purchasers were kept up-to-date during the project by frequent
meetings and interviews. Thereby these people provided input to the project. From the USA location,
the logistic manager and spare parts controller were informed about the project progress and asked
for input on relevant issues within the project.

The logistics managers in the USA and Boxmeer and the project team leader (see Section 9.2) have
to keep the importance of support for the new system in mind. When questions, about for example
how the system works or how should be dealt with the results, arise, they should be able to answer
these.

9.2 Step 2 - Setting responsibilities
Both a project team and a monitor group are established. Both the project team and the monitor group
consist of people from the several departments involved in the project: Sales, Logistics and
Operations of the Boxmeer location and someone representing the USA location. The project team is
involved with the actual implementation of the new inventory control model and the operational tasks
of executing the model. Regular meetings should lead to good interpretation of the outcome of the
model and should result in the synchronization of information among departments. The person in the
project team that is from the Logistics department is Boxmeer will be the project team leader. He will
report to the monitor group on a regular basis.

The monitor group will meet once per quarter (i.e. three months) and will discuss issues on a tactical
and strategic level, for example at which levels service targets are set and which groups of parts will
be delivered directly from stock. The monitor group is responsible for allocating sufficient resources
enabling the project team to execute the model properly. Thereby the monitor group will research
whether more locations can be involved in the model and whether the model can be implemented for
other products (for example end rings or screens) as well .
The author of this report can be seen as an expert. Since he leaves the company after having
presented the contents of this report. His task is to transfer expert knowledge to the eventual project
team members. This is done by frequent meetings, writing this report and detailed handouts on how to
execute the model.

9.3 Step 3 - Technical implementation
Because the Delphi programs can be used as stand-alone executable files, no extra software is
required . However, because in the future the model may be extended, for example more locations
may be included, it is recommended that a license is acquired . Yearly costs of this license are about
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1500 Euros. The handout, as describes in Section 7.2 , provides some information in how this can be
done.
The data needed to execute the Delphi program are downloaded from the ERP packages and a world
wide sales database with sales data from the last three years, in order to estimate the Poisson
process parameters (as used in Chapter 6). After the model is executed , reorder levels and base
stock levels are checked and if correct uploaded in SAP and the ERP package in the USA. These
download and upload actions are quite simple and do not require adjustments of technical systems. In
figure 9-1 an overview of the data exchanges is provided .
Download data like prices and LT

SAP Box meer
LI pload reorder levels

I

Check

I·-

Download data like prices and LT

ERP system USA
Upload reorder levels

Worldw ide
sales database

I

Check

I•-

Mcx:lel

'---~·

Download s ales data

Figure 9- 1: Overview of exchanging data when operating new inventory control system

Because in the designed model stock is controlled on basis of target fill rates, it is important to monitor
the realized fill rates. At the moment such a function is not activated in the ERP packages of both
locations involved, so it has to be researched how this can be done best. It is recommended that at
both locations the same measurements are made.

9.4 Step 4 - Creating groups of parts and setting target fill rates
i
This step looks quite simple, but is very important in the implementation schedule. If target fill rates
are not set adequately, the resulting realized fill rates might shock people and lower the support for
the system . Thereby setting the target fill rates and the groups of parts is leading for the level of the
inventory costs in the supply chain.
With respect to creating groups of parts, it is important that parts within a group are from
approximately the same importance to customers and to Stork Prints. Parts that should always be on
stock, for example because of contracts with customers, should not be included in any group. Finally,
it is important to realize that the larger the groups are, the higher the potential reductions in inventory
are.
A target fill rate has to be set per group of parts and per location. This decision should be made on a
strategic level in the organization . Results as provided in Chapter 8 can be considered while making
this decision. Because Stork Prints does not work with inventory budgets and contracts do not contain
penalty fees, it is hard to interpret the consequences of stock-outs and to set the fill rate targets at the
right level.

9.5 Step 5 - First test
After having executed steps one to four, the inventory control system can be used. In order to get
familiar with the system it is wise to start executing the new system for one group of parts first. Before
uploading the reorder levels and base stock levels into the ERP systems, the inventory planners
should take a close look at these levels and understand how these were calculated .
Because of the importance of the breakdown parts for Stork Prints' customers, it is recommended to
use the system for runners first. Another advantage of starting with runners is that these parts have
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relatively high demand, so feedback on the performance of the system in practice is obtained
relatively fast. A test period of two months should provide enough information. The realized fill rates
over this test period should approach the target fill rates. If not, causes for the mismatch should be
investigated. If these tight to be structural, they should be taken into account in the inventory control
system .

9.6 Step 6 - Complete enrollment
When the first test has been executed successfully, the stock control system can be used for
breakdown parts as well. It is recommended to update the input parameters once per two months.
Thereby each time major changes occur, for example when Stork Prints agrees on a new contract
with an important supplier, the system should be updated .
If results of the system are satisfying , other Stork Prints locations can be contacted to discuss whether
more locations can be incorporated in the stock control system .
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10. Conclusions and recommendations
In this Chapter both the conclusions resulting from the project as described in this report (Section
10.1) are provided and some recommendations to Stork Prints are made (Section 10.2).

10.1 Conclusions
This research project has resulted in an increased awareness, within all concerned locations and
departments of Stork Prints, of the importance and potential of an optimized centralized spare parts
stock control concept. Thereby, a suitable service measure (aggregate fill rate) has been selected .
Besides, this project has resulted in a ready-to-use multi-item multi-echelon program for determining
optimal base stock and reorder levels given target fill rates. Finally, an easy-to-use transportation
mode selection tool has been developed that provides estimations on what transportation mode can
be selected best. In the current situation both decisions are mainly based on experience and intuition.
Implementing the centralized control concept and related programs can reduce inventory costs
significantly, while the same fill rates are realized . The amount of the savings in inventory positions,
when the fill rates are set at the levels that are currently realized , equal :
• 330,000 Euros (47%) in comparison with the actual stock levels
• 252,000 Euros (40%) in comparison with the current stock policy, based on the current
reorder and base stock levels
• 13,000 Euros (3%) in comparison with a decentralized control concept aiming at optimized
inventories
Further inventory costs reductions can be obtained by reducing the supplier order quantities and the
supplier lead-times. With the help of the program it is possible to perform sensitivity analysis in order
to determine how these and other parameters influence the performance of the system in terms of
inventory costs and service.
Thereby, by applying the transportation mode selection tool , almost 7,000 Euros (89%) can be saved
on the transportation costs to the local warehouse in the USA.
Stork Prints is currently implementing both the programs and the transportation mode selection tool. If
results from implementation are satisfactory Stork Prints will extend the models and programs for
more locations in their supply chain .
Thereby this project had some scientific contributions. First, in contradiction to most literature
available, the designed model allows (R,Q) reorder policies at the central warehouse while evaluation
is still exact. Second, direct external customer demand at the central warehouse has been
incorporated in the model.

10.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made to improve Stork Prints' stock control performance of spare
parts:
•
Implement the centralized stock control system and the related evaluation, optimization and
validation program . Update the system once per two months. If results are satisfactory try to
involve and incorporate more locations in the model and program .
• Set suitable fill rates. It is recommended to start with target fill rates that are at least equal to
the fill rates in the current situation
•
Use the designed transportation mode selection tool for setting lead-times to the local
warehouse in the USA
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Conduct further research on the impact of parameters, like order quantities and supplier leadtimes, on the inventory costs and compare the potential inventory costs reduction with the
possible increase in other costs, for example purchasing costs and handling costs
Conduct further research on demand forecasts . The better the input to the model , the better
the output. In this project, future demand was based on historic demand. However it can be
expected that other factors play a role as well , for example trends in machine sales and
information that is gathered by Sales departments in the supply chain. When a well fitting
compound distribution has been found , it is recommended to incorporate order line fill rates
into the models .
Research the options of re-allocating inventory in the supply chain . Based on the output of the
program , some stock may be redundant at the local warehouse in the USA while it may be
needed at the central warehouse and vice versa . This stock can be re-allocated easily and
without extra costs by shipping it with the regular container boats
Base the size of end-of-life orders on expected future demand , inventory costs and penalty
costs or a target service level. Try to use the same method each time an end-of-life order has
to be placed
Research the consequences of stock-outs, starting with the registration of lost orders. Also
penalty, emergency and (indirect) long-term costs due to lost machinery sales play a major
role.
Improve the accuracy of data in SAP, at least for the parts that are kept on stock
Increase communication between locations on what parts are stock and why these parts are
stocked
Research whether spare parts have to be stocked at five different locations in Asia

Glossary of terms
BO

Breakdown (part)

BM

Boxmeer, refers to Stork Prints' central warehouse

FCFS

First Come First Serve

LT

Lead-time

SAP

ERP package as used at the central warehouse

SOQ

Supplier order quantity

SPAI

Stork Prints America International, formerly known as SSA (Stork Screens
America); controls local warehouse in the USA

SPBV

Stork Prints B.V., controls the central warehouse in Boxmeer

SSA

Stork Screens America, later changed in SPAI

TMST

Transportation mode selection tool
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Appendix A1 - Organization chart
An organization chart of Stork Prints is depicted in figure A1-1 .
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Figure A 1-1: Organization chart Stork Prints
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Appendix A2 - Demand distributions
A probability distribution is needed to describe demand for parts, because demand is assumed to be
not constant or certain on beforehand . In spare parts literature and businesses often Poisson
distributions are assumed, because demand arrivals are considered to occur relative infrequent and
irregular. Thereby, demand is generated by failures of parts. Time to failures often can be described
by negative binomial distributions, which implies that the number of failures within a period is Poisson
distributed. In case of pure Poisson demand, the number of demanded parts per arrival is assumed to
be constant (one part or one standard batch that is considered as one part). The results of testing
whether demand can be considered to be Poisson distributed are provided in this Appendix.
A2.1 Demand arrival distribution
In order to test whether the customer demand arrivals (per month, per location) fit a Poisson
distribution, a chi-square goodness of fit test can be performed (described by among others
Montgomery and Runger, 1999). The following null hypothesis is tested : The customer demand
arrivals (per month and per location) for a breakdown part can be described by a Poisson distribution.
A confidence interval of 95% (a=0,05) is applied in the test, which means that the probability that the
hypothesis is rejected incorrectly does not exceed 5% .

Classes within the test are formed by the number of demand arrivals per month. Because actual
customer arrival dates are not available, data used in the test concern invoice data. It can be assumed
that these are representative for the demand arrival pattern . The number of observations is equal to
the number of month with invoice data (representing demand). Whenever a class contains less than
three expected arrivals, classes are put together. In order to retain enough classes, a minimum of 15
observations is applied . Among the breakdown parts, 24 parts have sufficient observations and
therefore 24 tests are performed . Only in one case the null hypothesis is rejected , in 23 cases (96% of
tests) the null hypothesis cannot be rejected . Because other breakdown parts (parts with fewer
observations) have the same characteristics as the tested parts and because no reasons for other
behavior can be expected , it is assumed that all breakdown parts demand arrival distributions can be
described by Poisson distributions. When looking at the order quantity per arrival (i.e. the compound),
about 95% of the breakdown parts have demand arrivals that consist of the same quantity. Therefore
a pure Poisson distribution can describe demand for these parts .
For the other breakdown parts and all runners the compounds are not constant. Testing several
distributions on these compounds (per part per location) does not result in a satisfying fit, while fitting
a pure Poisson distribution on these parts performs quite well. From 10 randomly picked runner part location combinations seven did not fail to reject the Poisson distribution. The three parts that did not
fit the Poisson distribution, had chi squared test parameters that were close to a=0,05. The results of
this test are depicted in table A2-1 .
Art. Number
003434209
003434209
091450331
3R0042408
4R0129493
4R0228511
4R0331594
600819401
3R0336543
600332301

Location
SPBV
SSA
SPBV
SPBV
SPBV
SPBV
SPBV
SSA
SPBV
SPBV

Chi;.:: test
0,343862
0,052138
0,051930
0,033898
0,0276547
0,0815537
0,0909772
0,037631
0,338319
0,0717988

Alpha
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

Conclusion
Do not reject
Do not reject
Do not reject
Reject
Reject
Do not reject
Do not reject
Reject
Do not reject
Do not reject

The good results of the chi-square tests on the pure Poisson distribution can be explained by the kind
of parts that have non-constant compounds: runner parts and fast moving break-down parts. It is
general understood that considering a pure Poisson demand distribution (instead of a compound
demand distribution) for fast moving parts (i.e. parts with an inter arrival time smaller than the leadtime) results in approximately the same demand during lead-time probabilities.
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All distribution fitting analysis were performed with Statgraphics. In figure A2-1 a screenshot of a Chisquare test performed in Statgraphics is provided .

Goodness-of-Fit Tests for Col_l
Ch.I- S•QUaredTest
Expected
Observed
Frequency
Frequency
Chi-Squared
at or below
7
3,07
5,03
11 ,0
4
4,28
0,02
13,0
2
2,89
0,28
14,0
0,46
2
3,22
15,0
2
3,34
0,54
16,0
2
3,26
0,48
17,0
2
2,98
0,32
18,0
3
2,58
0,07
19,0
I
2,12
0,59
20,0
2
2,87
0,26
2,39
5,47
22,0
6
Chi-Squared= 13,5205 with 9 d.f. P-Value = 0,140434
Lower
Limit

Uooer
Limit
10,0
12,0
13,0
14,0
15,0
16,0
17,0
18,0
19,0
21,0

The StatAdvisor
This pane shows the results of tests run to determine whether Col_ ! can be adequately modeled by a Poisson distribution.
The chi-squared test divides the range of Col_ I into non-overlapping intervals and compares the number of observations in
each class to the number expected based on the fitted distribution.
Since the smallest P-value amongst the tests performed is greater than or equal to 0,05 , we can not reject the idea that
Col_ I comes from a Poisson distribution with 95% confidence.
Figure A2-1: Screenshot Statgraphics' Chi-Squared test
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Appendix A3 - Transportation mode selection tool
In order to select the best transportation mode for shipping parts from the central warehouse to
USA local warehouse, a comparison of the costs for the both possible modes (boat and plane)
made. In this Appendix these calculations are described . In Section 5.3 the consequences for
stock control model are described. In Appendix A4 an overview is provided of all symbols that
used.

the
are
the
are

A3.1 Calculations
Let C1m; 1 denote the annual transportation costs by making use of transportation mode m to the local
warehouse in the USA for part i, i e: I and m e: M. Let Ch m; 1 denote the estimated annual holding costs
by making use of transportation modem to the local warehouse in the USA for part i, i e: I and m e: M.
For both cost definitions two transportation modes m exist: m = plane or m = boat. All costs represent
amounts in Euros.

The holding costs used in the transportation mode selection tool are estimations; the holding costs are
calculated based on an item fill rate (instead of an aggregate fill rate as used in the model that is
described in Chapter 6) and the calculations do not take the fill rate and backorders of the central
warehouse into account. It is assumed that this approximation works well because only the decision is
non optimal for those parts that tend to have equal costs for both modes. The difference in costs for
these parts is quite small. For all other parts a small error in estimated costs does not result in another
transportation mode and therefore has no consequences for the realized costs.
C1boa\ 1 can be considered to be zero, because each month a container is transported to the USA
anyway, there are no capacity problems with regard to transport and costs depend only on the
number of containers. crnei1 depends on the weight and volume of the part and correspond with :

ct1

ane; 1

= 2,6 * max {w; ; V;/6000}

The holding costs are based on the base stock level at the local warehouse in the USA, which is
estimated on basis of the demand probabilities during the lead-time and order period. This is based on
item fill rates and can be calculated on basis of the sum of the probabilities of demand during leadtime, as presented in Section 6.1 .1. Let Per part the following restriction should be met:
en

m

LP(l';1 = k) ~ F/t
k=O

The lowest c; 1m• that meets this restriction is considered to be on stock. Now, the holding costs can be
calculated as follows:
m

m•

Ch n = Cn •

V; •

r

Let AC; 1 (i e: I) denote the difference between costs as a result of transport by boat to the USA and
costs as a result of transport by plane to the USA. For all parts this difference is calculated as follows :
AC i1 -_ {Ctboati1 + C hboati1 ) - {Ct plane i1 + C hplane i1 )

l..},

The transportation tool performs two steps :
Step 1 Calculate AC; 1 for all parts i e: I.
Step 2 For all parts with AC; 1 > 0 or AC; 1 = 0 select transportation mode 'plane' and set T; 1 equal to 8
For all parts with AC; 1 < 0 select transportation mode 'boat' and set T; 1 equal to 30

A3.2 The selection tool
The transportation selection tool is based on the formulations as described in Appendix A3-1 and is
developed in Microsoft Excel. A screenshot of the tool is depicted in figure A3-1.
On each row of the Excel file another part is calculated . The user of the tool has to paste some part
characteristics in the left part of the Excel file, referred to as 'Input variables'. In the part of the file that
is referred to as 'Constants', the user may adjust some characteristics with the help of which the tool
delivers its output. These constants are considered to be the same for all parts in the file . The
rightmost part of the Excel file ('Output') represents the output data, i.e. the optimal transportation
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mode per part and the resulting recom mended transportation time. This output is based on the input
variables and the constants. Calculations are also included in the Excel file, although they are hidden
in order to make it more user-friendly.
Q

_, __ ',· i1'"'~' ,

Microsort EMcel - TMST for report screenshot
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Figure A3- 1: Screenshot transportation mode selection tool
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Appendix A4 - List of symbols
First the symbols that are used in the centralized control concept are presented (A4.1). After that the
extra needed symbols for the transportation mode selection tool (A4.2) and the model extensions
(A4.3) are presented .

A4.1 Symbols centralized stock control concept
The symbols that are used in the centralized stock control concept as presented in Sections 6.1 to 6.3
can be divided in parameters, output variables and help variables.
Input parameters
N
Set of warehouses/locations, n = 0 represents the central warehouse, and n = 1 represents
The local USA warehouse. So N = {O, 1}.
Set of parts, numbered 1, 2, ... , 111 · So I= {1 , 2, ... , 111}
Fnmin
The minimal aggregate fill rate at location n, n £ N

0~
Fi1

min

Fnmin

~1

Target item fill rate for part i at the local warehouse in the USA, as used in the transportation
selection tool, i £I
O~Fil~l

Direct external customer demand rate in units per working day for part i at location n, n £ N
and i £I
Order quantity of part i at n = 0, i £ I
Standard delivery time for part i to location n, in working days, n £ N and i £ I
Holding costs for putting part i one year on stock, in Euros, i £ I
Value of part i on stock, based on the purchasing price for part i, in Euros, i £ I
Holding cost for holding one Euro one year on stock at any Stork Prints location
Output variables
Si 1
Base stock level for part i at location n = USA, i £ I

Sil ;::: 0
RiO

Reorder level for part i at the central warehouse, i £ I

§.
Fn

The matrix consisting of all base stock levels Si 1 and reorder levels RiO for all parts i £ I
The aggregate fill rate at location n, n £ N and i £ I

Z(§.)

Total inventory costs (in Euros) in the supply chain under consideration, resulting from§..

Rw;::: 0

0~F0 ~1

Z~);:::O

Help variables
Yin
Demand during the lead-time of part i to location n, in pieces, n £ N and i £ I

Y;n ;::: 0
Ai
IPin
OH in
Xin
Bin
Bio1
Fin

Demand rate in units per working day {both internal and external demand) for part i at the
central warehouse, i £ I
Inventory position of part i at location n, in pieces, n £ N and i £ I
On hand stock of part i to location n, in pieces, n £ N and i £ I
Pipeline stock for part i and location n, in pieces, n £ N and i £ I
Backorder position for part i and location n, in pieces, n £ N and i £ I
Backorder position for part i at n = 0 that should be delivered to n = 1, in pieces, i £ I
The target fill rate for part i at location n, n £ N and i £ I

0 ~Fin ~ 1

III x INI matrix containing values zero at all cells, except for the cell (i,n)

Uin

a

Oi

Ratio between direct demand at n = 1 and total demand for part i, i £ I
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Formulations
P{X=x} denotes the probability that variable X has value x
E(X) denotes the expected value of variable X

A4.2 Symbols transportation mode selection tool
The symbols that are used in the transportation mode selection tool as presented in Section 5.3 and
Appendix A3 (and which have not been presented in Appendix A4.1) are provided below.
Input variables
M
Set of transportation modes, referred to as boat and plane. So M ={boat, plane}
V;
Volume of part i, i £ I
w;
Weight of part i, i £I
Output variables
C1m;1
Annual transportation costs (in Euros) by making use of transportation mode m to the local
warehouse in the USA for part i, i £I , m £ M
C1m;1
Annual transportation costs (in Euros) by making use of transportation mode m to the local
warehouse in the USA for part i, i £I , m £ M
AC;1
Estimation, based on the transportation mode selection tool, of the difference between costs
resulting from transportation by boat to the local warehouse in the USA and transportation by
plane to the local warehouse in the USA, for part i, i £ I
c; 1m
Estimation, based on the transportation mode selection tool , of the number of parts on stock
of part i at the local warehouse in the USA, when transportation mode m is selected, i £ I and

mEM
A4.2 Symbols model extensions
The symbols that are used in the model extensions as presented in Section 6.5 (and which are not
presented in Appendix A4.1) and have not introduced before, are provided below. The output
variables are the same as the ones mentioned in Appendix A4.1.
Input variable

l;n

Direct external customer demand rate in demand events per working day for part i at location
n, n £ N and i £ I

Help variables

1;

Demand rate in demand events per working day (both internal and external demand) for part i

D;n

at the central warehouse, i £ I
Number of pieces per direct external customer demand event for part i at location n, n £ N and
i £I ,

·~

Din > 0 and being an integer

D;

Number of pieces per internal or external demand event for part i at the central warehouse, i £

M;n

The number of demand events during the lead-time of part i to location n, n £ N and i £I

I,

!
I

Di > 0 and being an integer

M in

~O

J

l
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Appendix AS - Summary of model assumptions
The main assumptions concerning the provided central (i.e. two-echelon) stock control model as
provided in Sections 6.1 to 6.2, can be divided in infrastructure assumptions, assumptions with regard
to the central warehouse and assumptions with regard to the local warehouse.

Infrastructure assumptions
•
All variables are expressed in working days or per working day; a year contains 260 working
days
•
All parts within a group are equally important; two groups are considered : breakdown parts
and runner parts
•
At all warehouses, direct (external) customer demand for the different parts constitutes
Poisson processes
•
The customer lead-time exceeds the supplier lead-time for demand resulting from machine
building purposes; demand resulting from machine building purposes is neglected
•
Invoice dates are representative for the dates on which customer demand actually takes place
Assumptions with regard to the central warehouse
•
The central warehouse applies continuous reorder (R,Q) policies
The central warehouse is replenished by external suppliers
•
•
The replenishment lead-times for all parts at the central warehouse are deterministic;
suppliers can always deliver
•
The central warehouse does not discriminate among internal and external customers
•
Order quantities are considered as a model input and are the result of packaging sizes and
production batches of suppliers
•
Demand that cannot be delivered directly from stock is backordered
•
Backorders are handled in FCFS order
•
No emergency shipments are made
Assumptions with regard to the local warehouses
•
All local warehouses are replenished by the central warehouse
•
All local warehouses apply base stock policies
•
No lateral transshipments, shipments between local warehouses, are applied
•
Transportation times between the central and local warehouse in the USA are deterministic
•
Transportation capacity for both transportation modes between the central warehouse and the
local warehouse in the USA are unlimited
Demand that cannot be delivered directly from stock is backordered
•
•
Backorders are handles in FCFS order for all parts
•
No emergency shipments are made

Appendix A5 - Summary of model assumptions
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Appendix A6
concept

Detailed results decentralized control

Runners
After having run the decentralized control model (based on the model described in Section 6.4) twice
(once for the Boxmeer location and once for the USA location) for the runners and having put the
obtained reorder levels and base stock levels in the centralized evaluation program (as described in
Section 7.3), the results as depicted in table A6-1 have been obtained .

Decentralized
fill
rate targets for
Boxmeer and USA
90%
95%
97%
99%

Centralized fill rate
based on eval.
prog. Boxmeer
89,8%
94,9%
96,8%
99,0%

Inventory
Position Boxmeer
(in Euros)
161,362
178,014
191, 184
221,397

Centralized
fill
rate based on
eval. prog. USA
84,7%
91,4%
94,2%
97,5%

Inventory
Position USA (in
Euros)
19,842
26,355
31,460
40,307

Table A6-1: Results decentralized control concept- runners

It can be concluded that the obtained reorder levels and fill rates for Boxmeer are nearly the same as
for the centralized control concept; the difference between the decentralized target fill rates and the
centralized fill rates based on the evaluation program are very small. However, for the USA location
significant less inventory is assigned in the decentralized control concept, resulting in decentralized
target fill rates that are much higher than the centralized fill rates based on the evaluation program .
This can be explained by the fact that the major change (as described in Section 6.4) in the
decentralized control concept in comparison with the centralized control concept is that the local USA
warehouse neglects the performance of the central warehouse when pipeline stock is determined; the
local warehouse assumes that the central warehouse can always deliver directly from stock, what is
not the case in practice.
Thereby one can see in table A6-1 that the gap between the decentralized target fill rates and the
centralized fill rates based on the evaluation program increases when target fill rates decrease. This
effect can be explained by the fact that the error of the assumption (by the local warehouse in the
USA) that the central warehouse can always deliver (i.e. they assume a 100% fill rate in the
decentralized control concept) increases when targets decrease.
In figure A6-1 the values depicted in table A6-1 are interpolated. Based on this interpolation one can
estimate that inventory costs for runners resulting in a (centralized) fill rate of 97,2% equals 39,000
Euros in the USA and 193,000 Euros in Boxmeer. These values are used in Section 8.1 when the
performance of the decentralized control concept is discussed.

Breakdown parts
In table A6-2 the results for the breakdown parts are depicted. The same conclusions, as for the
runners, can be drawn. In figure A6-2 the values depicted in table A6-2 are interpolated. Based on this
interpolation one can estimate that inventory costs for runners resulting in a (centralized) fill rate of
97,2% equals 20,000 Euros in the USA and 136,000 Euros in Boxmeer. These values are used in
Section 8.1 when the performance of the decentralized control concept is discussed.

Decentralized
fill
rate targets for
Boxmeer and USA
90%
95%
97%
99%

Centralized fill rate
based on eval.
prog. Boxmeer
89,9%
94,9%
97,0%
98,9%

Inventory
Position Boxmeer
(in Euros)
132,341
139,112
144,471
163,852

fill
Centralized
rate based on
eval. prog. USA
87,1%
92,8%
95,6%
98,1%

Inventory
Position USA (in
Euros)
13,219
17,923
22,414
27,775

Table A6-2: Results decentralized control concept- breakdown parts
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Appendix A7 - Source Code Delphi programs
As mentioned in Chapter 6 a program has been developed in order to optimize and evaluate stock
control in the Stork Prints supply chain . Thereby, the designed control model can be validated by
considering order data. The program developed in Delphi consists of five units to perform the
mentioned tasks:
1. Main
2. Mytypes
3. Procedures, for
a. Optimization
b. Evaluation
4. Validate
5. Simulate
Ad 1. The unit Main describes the interface and all related tasks, for example how the Excel file
should be read and what actions are performed when a button is pressed
Ad 2. The unit Mytypes describes the parameters and variables that are used in the procedures units
Ad 3. Two different programs have been developed. One of the programs executes an optimization
model and uses the unit Optimization . The other program executes an evaluation model and uses the
unit Evaluation. Both units refer to the units mytypes and main as described earlier. In the procedures
units, all modulations can be found ; so these units are the actual translations of the formulations as
described in Section 6.1 and 6.2.
Ad 4. The unit Validate describes the practical part of the validation model. So it contains data on
events (i.e. orders and replenishments), how these events are handled and what the implications of
the events handling for the inventory system are, in terms of (on hand) stock positions, backorders
and fill rates.
Ad 5. The unit Simulate describes the programming part of the validation model. So it contains
information that is needed to execute the validate unit.
In the paragraphs A7.1 to A7.6, the complete source codes of the above-mentioned units are
provided .

A7 .1 Source code unit Main
{
This main file describes the interaction between the buttons in the control
panel (interface) and the procedures_2 file. So, info is provided on how the
Excel file is read .
Thereby this file describes how the control panel (interface) looks like
}
unit main;
interface
uses
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Variants, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms,
Dialogs, StdCtrls, ExtCtrls;
type
TMainForm = class(TForm)
CalculateButton: TButton;
ReadlnputButton: TButton;
Memo1 : TMemo;
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ReadlnputFileButton: TButton;
OpenDialog1 : TOpenDialog;
FO_minEdit: TEdit;
FU_minEdit: TEdit;
Label1 : Tlabel ;
Label2: Tlabel;
GroupBox1 : TGroupBox;
SO_and_SU_initial_zero_RB: TRadioButton ;
SO_and_SU_initial_value_RB: TRadioButton ;
ValidationButton: TButton;
SaveDialog1 : TSaveDialog;
Label3: Tlabel ;
Storklogo: Tlmage;
procedure CalculateButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure ReadlnputButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure ReadlnputFileButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure ValidationButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
private
{ Private declarations }
public
{ Public declarations }
end ;
var
MainForm : TMainForm ;
implementation
{$R *.dfm}
uses mytypes, procedures_2, ComObj, validate;
procedure TMainForm .CalculateButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
begin
GreedyApproach;
II so if the calculate button in the interface is used , the program starts
II calculating the greedy approach (see Procedures_2 for more info on the greedy
II approach).
end;
procedure TMainForm .ReadlnputButtonClick(Sender: TObject);

II this procedure gives the user the opportunity to manually feed data about 2
II parts, by typing it in the fields below. Because this procedure is only
II needed in tests, the corresponding button is hidden in the control panel
var Part : TPart;
begin
epsilon_PBO := 0.0001 ;
epsilon_PXU := 0.0001 ;
SumlambdaU := O;
SumlambdaO := O;
Partlist := Tlist.create;
Part := TPart.create;
Partlist.Add (Part);
Part.id := 'eerste';
Part.lambdaO := 0 .10;
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Part.lambdaU := 0.05;
Part.TO:= 4;
Part.TU := 1;
Part.QO := 2;
Part.EDu := 1;
Part.EDO := 1;
Part.O_nul := 1;
Part.FO_min := 0.9;
Part.FU_min := 0.9;
Part.price := 100;
SumlambdaU := SumlambdaU + Part.lambdaU;
SumlambdaO := SumlambdaO + Part.lambdaO;
//tweede
Part := TPart.create;
Partlist.Add (Part);
Part.id := 'tweede';
Part.lambdaO := 0.05;
Part.lambdaU := 0.02;
Part.TO := 4;
Part.TU := 1;
Part.QO := 2;
Part.EDu := 1;
Part.EDO := 1 ;
Part.O_nul := 1;
Part.FO_min := 0.9;
Part.FU_min := 0.9;
Part.price := 1000;
SumlambdaU := SumlambdaU + Part.LambdaU;
SumlambdaO := SumlambdaO + Part.lambdaO;
end ; II manually feed data about two parts
procedure TMainForm.ReadlnputFileButtonClick(Sender: TObject);

II this procedure provides info on how the Excel file is read
var Excel : variant;
regel : integer;
Part : TPart;
s1, s2 : string;
value : integer;
begin
epsilon_PBO := 0.0000000000000000001 ;
epsilon_PXU := 0.0000000000000000001 ;
II the epsilons (on accuracy) are set manually
SumlambdaU := O;
SumlambdaO := O;
II initial values before reading the Excel file. Later something is said on
II how these parameters are determined
FO_min := StrToFloat (FO_ minEdit.Text);

II this value is taken from the corresponding box in the control panel
FU_min := StrToFloat (FU_ minEdit.Text);

II this value is taken from the corresponding box in the control panel
if OpenDialog1 .Execute
then
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begin
//read Excel-file
excel := createoleobject('Excel.Application');
excel .workbooks.open(OpenDialog1 .FileName);
excel.sheets['Sheet1 '].activate;
Partlist := Tlist.create;
regel := 1;
while excel.cells[regel+1 , 1].text <> 'END' do
begin
inc (regel);
Part := TPart.Create;
Partlist.Add(Part);
Part.volgnummer := Excel.Cells[regel, 1].text;
II regel corresponds with the column in the Excel file
II Pay attention that the columns in the Excel file corresponds with the
II regel numbers as presented here
Part.id := Excel.Cells[regel , 2] .text;
Part.lambdaU := StrToFloat(Excel.Cells[regel , 4].text);
Part.lambdaO := StrToFloat(Excel.Cells[regel , 3].text);
SumlambdaU := SumlambdaU + Part.LambdaU;
II sumlambdas had initial values of 0. Each time a part is read , the
II sumlambdas are increased with the lambdas of that part
SumlambdaO := SumlambdaO + Part.lambdaO;

II determination of tiep1 (neg.bin. demand) and tiep2 (pure poisson demand) is
II based on the data in the Excel file
s1 := Excel.Cells[regel , 14].text;
s2 := Excel.Cells[regel , 13].text;
if (s1 =")and (s2 = ")//if these fields have no data --> tiep2
then Part.tiep := 2
else
begin
Part.tiep := 1;
Part.rO := StrToFloat (s1 );
Part.po := StrToFloat (s2);
Part.rU := StrToFloat(Excel.Cells[regel , 16].text);
Part.pU := StrToFloat(Excel.Cells[regel , 15].text);
end ;

Part.TU := StrTolnt(Excel.Cells[regel, 6].text);
Part.TO := StrTolnt(Excel.Cells[regel, 5].text);
Part.a := StrTolnt(Excel.Cells[regel , 7].text);
Part.EDU := StrToFloat(Excel.Cells[regel , 12).text);
Part.EDO := StrToFloat(Excel.Cells[regel, 11).text);

II data on starting values SO and SU
if Mainform .SO_and_SU_initial_value_ RB.Checked
then if TryStrTolnt(Excel.Cells[regel, 8].text, value)
then Part.lnitialSO :=value
else Part.lnitialSO := O;
if Mainform .SO_and_SU_initial_value_RB.Checked
then if TryStrTolnt(Excel.Cells[regel , 9].text, value)
then Part.lnitialSU :=value
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else Part.lnitialSU := O;
Part.O_nul := 1;
Part.FO_min := FO_ min;
Part.FU_min := FU_min ;
Part.price := StrToFloat(Excel.Cells[regel , 1OJ.text);
end ; //

excel .workbooks.close;
end ;
end ;
procedure TMainForm .ValidationButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
begin
Validation;
end ;
end .

A7.2 Source code unit Mytypes
{
This file describes all parameters in terms of programming language
Also PYO and PYU for tiep1 are determined in this file

}
unit mytypes;
interface
uses Classes;
canst MaxDemand = 100;

II an array (table) is made for values of PYO and PYU (for tiep1 parts) from 0
II to maxdemand
type TPart = class(TObject)
integer = 'geheel getal'
string = number
real = number that may be broken
extended= number that may be broken in which accuracy is needed
volgnummer : string;
id
: string;
tiep : integer; 111 met rO en pO, 2 zonder rO en pO
lambdaO,
lambdaU : extended ;
TO,
: integer;
TU
rO ,
pO
: real ;
rU ,
pU
: real ;
QO,
Q
: integer;
EDu ,
EDO
: extended ;
lnitialSO,

II
II
II
II
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lnitialSU
: integer;
SO,
SU
: integer;
O_nul : extended;
FU_temp,
FO_temp : extended ;
FU_min,
FO_min : extended;
deltaFO,
delta FU,
deltaFU2 ,
deltaF : extended ;
ratioO ,
ratioU : extended ;
price : extended;
PYO_tiep1 : array [O .. MaxDemand] of extended;
II means that just a value from the array (table) at the bottom
II of this file is taken
PYU_tiep1 : array [O .. MaxDemand] of extended;
/Ito be used in validation
OHO,
OHU
: integer; //OnHand stock
NumberOfOrdersO,
NumberOfOrdersU,
NumberOfOrdersDirectO,
NumberOfOrdersDirectU : integer;
SumRepl,
: integer;
SumBo

procedure CalculatePYO_en_U_tiep1 ;
end;
var epsilon_PBO,
epsilon_PXU : extended;
Partlist : Tlist;
SumlambdaU,
SumlambdaO : extended ;
FO_ min,
FU_ min : extended ;

implementation
uses Math, procedures_2;
procedure TPart.CalculatePYO_en_U_tiep1 ;
var m : integer;
function productO (m : integer) : extended ;
var subresult : extended ;
i : integer;
begin
subresult := 1;
for i := 1 tom do
subresult := subresult * (rO + i - 1);
result := subresult;
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end ; //function productO
function productU (m : integer) : extended;
var subresult : extended ;
i: integer;
begin
subresult := 1;
for i := 1 tom do
subresult := subresult * (rU + i - 1);
result := subresult;
end; //function productU
begin
if tiep = 1
then
begin
m :=O;
PYO_tiep1[m] :=power ( (1-pO), rO );
PYU_tiep1[m] :=power ( (1-pU), rU );
form := 1 to MaxDemand do
begin
PYO_tiep1 [m] := power ( (1 -pO), rO ) * power (pO, m) I tac (m) * productO (m);
PYU_tiep1 [m] := power ( (1 -pU), rU ) * power (pU , m) I fac (m) * productU (m);
end;
end ;
end ;
end .

A7.3 Source code unit (optimization) Procedures
{
This procedures_2 file describes the optimization method that is presented in
the graduation report on spare parts management at Stork Prints
(author: Sebastien Bours). This greedy approach calculates the optimal stock
levels for a central warehouse (Boxmeer) and one local warehouse (USA) given
certain service targets.
Texts written in blue italic Uust like this text) provide some additional
information on the way of programming(= translating the model into the Delphi
computer language). For information on the model it self, the reader is refered
to the graduation report.
}
unit procedures_2;
interface
uses mytypes;
II this means that for the calculations in procedures_2 input from the file
II mytypes is required
procedure GreedyApproach ;
function FU_agg : extended;
function FO_agg : extended ;
function fac ( m : integer) : extended ;
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implementation
uses Math , main, SysUtils, Variants;
II this means that some standard Delphi files are needed for the calculations in
II procedures_2. Example: in Math information about powers can be found

II****************************************************************************

function fac (m : integer) : extended;
var f : extended;
i: integer;
begin
f := 1;
if m >= 2
then
begin
for i := 2 to m do f := f * i;
end;
result := f;
end; //function fac

{
the faculty function (usually denoted with !) is no standard Delphi function
that can be found in (for example) the Math file
therefore this function is created right here
}

II****************************************************************************

{
PYO: the probability at m demand during lead-time for the central warehouse.
(The central warehouse always has the index 0. Take care that it is a zero
instead of a capital o). mis always an integer ('heel getal'). PYO is a broken
number and accuracy is needed. Therefore PYO is described as extended .
The parameters that are used are the lead-time from the supplier (in days;
denoted with TO} and the demand intensity (number of demand per day; denoted
with lambdaO). Both parameters depend on the part that is from type TPart.
}
function PYO (Part: TPart; m : integer): extended ;
begin
if Part.tiep = 2
then
//for tiep = 2
result := (power (Part.lambdaO *Part.TO, m) I fac (m)) *exp (-Part.lambdaO *Part.TO}
else
begin
//for tiep = 1
result:= Part.PYO_tiep1 [m];
end ;
end; //function PYO

(*
Difference is made between two types of parts:
tiep = 2 refers to parts whose demand can be described by a pure Poisson process
then the standard function on Poisson distributions can be used to
determine the probability on demand during LT
tiep = 1 refers to parts whose demand can be described by a negative binomial
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distribution. The probabilities are set while reading the Excel file.
While reading the Excel file, Delphi checks whether there is data in two
certain columns (the columns with the negative binomial parameters). If there is
the part is labeled as tiep1 , whereas if these columns are empty the part is
labeled as tiep2.
*)
II****************************************************************************

{
PYU : probability on demand during lead-time for the local warehouse in the USA.
(This local warehouse always has the index U. The parameters that are used are
the lead-time from the supplier (in days; denoted with TU) and the demand
intensity (number of demand per day; denoted with lambdaU)
}
function PYU (Part : TPart; m : integer) : extended;
begin
if Part.tiep = 2
then
//for tiep = 2
result:= (power (Part.lambdaU *Part.TU , m) I tac (m)) *exp (-Part.lambdaU *Part.TU)
else
begin
//for tiep = 1
result := Part.PYU_tiep1[m];
end ;
end ; //function PYU

II****************************************************************************

function PBO_xo (Part : TPart): extended; forward;
{This remark is made, because in the following function PBO is refered to PBO_xO
now Delphi knows this information is not available yet, but will appear later in
procedures_2
}

II ****************************************************************************
II the probability at x back orders at the central warehouse
function PBO (Part : TPart; x : integer) : extended;
var k : integer;
sum : real ;
II these variables are needed because a sum is made
begin
if (x =0)
then
begin /Ix= 0
result := PBO_xo (Part);
II this function is described later because for x = O another calculation has
II to be made
end
else
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begin /Ix <> 0
sum := O;
II start value of sum = 0
for k := 1 to (Part.QO) do
II the summation is made for k = 1 to QO (that depends per part)
begin
sum := sum + PYO (Part, (Part.SO + k + x) );
II each time something extra is added to the previous sum
end;
result := sum I Part.QO;
II with 'result' is denoted that this is the final solution to the function PBO
end ;
end; //function PBO

II****************************************************************************

II we calculate the probability at zero backorders by calculating the prob. at
II all other number of backorders. The remaining fraction (so 1 - all other prob)
II represents PBO_xo
function PBO_xO (Part : TPart) : extended ;
var x : integer;
finished : boolean;
res , fraction : extended ;
begin
finished := false;
res := O;

x := O;
II we pretend that we start with x = 0
while (not finished) do
begin
inc (x);
II however by writing 'inc' we immediately increase the starting value of 0 with 1
II so actually we start with 1
II we keep increasing with 1 unit till we meet the finished criterum . So this can
II be seen as a sum from 1 to infinity.
fraction := PBO (Part, x);
res :=res +fraction ;
finished := (fraction < epsilon_PBO);
II we stop if continuing has no sense. If the latest fraction added is smaller
II than an epsilon_PBO value (that is set while reading the Excel file) we stop.
end ;
result := 1 - res ;
end; //function function PBO_xO

II ****************************************************************************

{
For the USA it is important to know how often their orders are delayed by the
central warehouse because of backorders at the central warehouse. The prob. at
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x backorders at the central warehouse that are actually orders from the USA is
expressed by PBO_USA

}
function PBO_USA (Part : TPart; x : integer) : extended;
var res, fraction : extended ;
y : integer;
finished : boolean;
alpha: extended;
II alpha denotes the fraction of total demand at the central warehouse that is
II generated by the local warehouse in the USA
begin
finished := false;
res := O;
alpha := (Part.lambdaU/Part.lambdaO) * (Part.EDu/Part.EDO);
II ED denotes expected demand per arrival
y := (x-1 );
II starting value y=x is needed, but because we increase immediately with 1
II we set the starting value at y = (x-1)
while (not finished) do
begin
inc (y);
fraction := fac(y) I (fac(x) * fac(y-x)) *
power (alpha, x) *
power (1-alpha, y-x) *
PBO (Part, y);
res :=res+ fraction ;
finished := (fraction < epsilon_PBO);
end; //while
result := res ;
end; //function PBO_ USA

II****************************************************************************

{ PXU denotes the probability at x parts in the pipeline to the USA and depends
on PYU and PBO_USA
}
function PXU (Part : TPart; x : integer) : extended;
var res, fraction : extended ;
i: integer;
finished : boolean;
begin
finished :=false;
res := O;

i := -1 ;
while (not finished) do
begin
inc (i);
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fraction := PYU (Part, i) *
PBO_USA (Part, x-i);
res :=res+ fraction;
finished :=(fraction< epsilon_PXU) or ((i+1) > x);
II again an epsilon is set while reading the Excel file
II the latter part of the finished criterium: because (x-i)>=O is required
end;
result := res;
end; //function PXU

//****************************************************************************

function FU (Part: TPart) : extended;
var x : integer;
res, fraction : extended;
finished : boolean;
k: integer;
II first POU will be calculated, because POU is needed in FU
II****************************************************************************

function POU (Part: TPart; k: integer): extended;
var res : extended;
begin
if Part. tiep = 2
then
begin
//for tiep = 2
if (k =1)
then res := 1
else res := O;
{
If for a part always quantities of 4 are demanded, 4 is regarded as 1 unit in
the model. The presented solution should be multiplied with 4 to get the ideal
stock level
}
end
else
begin
//for tiep = 1
res:= -1 *Power (Part.pU, k) I ( k *In (1-Part.pU) );
II pen rare parameters of the negative binomial distribution
end;
result := res;
end; //function POU
II****************************************************************************

II Start FU
begin
res:= O;
finished := false;
k := O;
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while not finished do
begin
inc(k);
if (k <= Part.SU) II because (SU-k) should not be less than 0
then
begin
for x := 0 to (Part.SU - k) do
begin
fraction := PXU (Part, x) * POU (Part, k);
res :=res +fraction;
end;
end //if (k <= Part.SU)
else
finished :=true;
end ; //while not finished do
result:= res ;
end; //function FU

II****************************************************************************

function FU_agg : extended;
var i : integer;
res : extended ;
Part : TPart;
begin
res:= O;
for i := 1 to Partlist.count do
II partlist count represents the total number of parts in the Excel file
begin
Part:= Partlist[i-1 ];
res := res + (Part.lambdaU/SumlambdaU) * FU (Part);
II sumlambdaU is calculated while reading in the Excel file
end ;
result := res ;
end; //function FU_agg obv orderline fill rate

II****************************************************************************

function FO (Part : TPart) : extended;
var x : integer;
res , fraction : extended;
finished : boolean;
k: integer;
II ****************************************************************************
function PDQ (Part : TPart; k : integer) : extended;
var res : extended;
begin
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if Part.tiep = 2
then
begin
//for tiep = 2
if (k = 1)
then res := 1
else res := O;
end
else
begin
//for tiep = 1
res:= -1 *Power (Part.po, k) I ( k *In (1-Part.pO) );
end ;
result := res;
end; //function PDO
II****************************************************************************

function OHO_xO (Part : TPart): extended ; forward ;

II ****************************************************************************

{
OHO described the probability at x on hand stock in the central warehouse
Again: pay attention to the difference between (zero) 0 and (capital o) 0
OHO is very similar to PBO
}
function OHO (Part : TPart; x : integer) : extended ;
var k : integer;
sum : real;
begin
if (x = 0)
then
begin /Ix= 0
result := OHO_xO (Part) I Part.QO;
end
else
begin /Ix <> 0
sum:= O;
if x >(Part.SO+ Part.QO)
then
sum := 0
else
begin
for k := 1 to (Part.QO) do
begin
II
if ((Part.SO + k - x) >= 0)
then
sum := sum + PYO (Part, (Part.SO + k - x) );
end ;
end;
result := sum I Part.QO;
end ;
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end; //function OHO
II****************************************************************************

function OHO_xO (Part : TPart) : extended;
var x : integer;
finished : boolean;
res , fraction : extended ;
begin
finished :=false;
res := O;
x :=O;
while (not finished) do
begin
inc (x);
fraction :=OHO (Part, x);
res := res + fraction ;
finished := (fraction < epsilon_PBO);
end ;
result := 1 - res;
end ; //function function OHO_xO
II****************************************************************************

begin //function FO
res := O;
finished := false;
k :=O;
while not finished do
begin
inc(k);
if (k <= (Part.QO + Part.SO) )
then
begin
for x := k to (Part.QO + Part.SO) do
begin
fraction := OHO (Part, x) '* PDO (Part, k);
res :=res +fraction;
end ;
end
else
//(k > (Part.QO + Part.SO) )
finished := true;
end; //while not finished do
result := res ;
end ; //function FO
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II****************************************************************************

function FO_agg: extended;
var i : integer;
res: extended;
Part : TPart;
begin
res := O;
for i := 1 to Partlist.count do
begin
Part := Partlist[i-1];
res := res + (Part.lambdaO/SumlambdaO) * FO (Part);
end ;
result := res ;
end ; //function FO_agg

II****************************************************************************

procedure GreedyApproach;
var i : integer;
Part,
maxPart : TPart;
FU_current,
FO_current: extended;
maxratio : extended ;
maxloc : char;
StopCriterium : boolean;
begin
//initialize
StopCriterium := false;
for i := 1 to Partlist.Count do
begin
Part := Partlist[i-1 ];

II the greedy approach may start with initial values >O for SO and SU
II if you certainly know that these quantities will be put on stock anyway
II setting initial values reduces the computation time. However, one should
II pay attention that the initial values are 'certain'. If not, the
II performance of the model will decrease!!
if Mainform .SO_and_SU_initial_zero_RB.Checked
then Part.SO := 0
else Part.SO:= Part.lnitialSO;
if Mainform .SO_and_SU_initial_zero RB.Checked
then Part.SU := 0
else Part.SU := Part.lnitialSU ;
Part.CalculatePYO_en_ U_ tiep1 ;
end ;

while not StopCriterium do
begin
FU_current := FU_agg;
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FO_current := FO_agg;

II so the F_current is used as a help variable and presents the intermediate
II status of F_agg
for i := 1 to Partlist.Count do
begin
Part := PartList[i-1];
//this is a temporary increase of SO with 1 to calculate the ratio of extra
II service and costs of the part would have that temporary value
inc (Part.SO);
//calculate and save ratio
Part.FO_temp := FO_agg;
Part.FU_temp := FU_agg;
part.deltaFO := ( MAX ( 0, (Part.FO_min - FO_Current))) ( MAX ( 0, (Part.FO_min - Part.FO_temp)) );
part.deltaFU := (MAX ( 0, (Part.FU_min - FU_ Current))) (MAX ( 0, (Part.FU_min - Part.FU_temp)) );
part.deltaF := part.deltaFO + part.deltaFU ;
part.ratioO := part.deltaF I part.price;
//decrease SO again, because we had temporarely increased it before
dee (Part.SO);

//this is a temporary increase of SU with 1 to calc. the ratio of extra
II service and costs of the part would have that temporary value
inc (Part.SU);
//calculate
Part.FU_temp := FU_agg;
part.deltaFU2 := ( MAX ( 0, (Part.FU_min - FU_Current))) ( MAX ( 0, (Part.FU_min - Part.FU_temp)) );
part.ratioU := part.deltaFU2 I part.price;
//decrease SU again, because we had temporarely increased it before
dee (Part.SU);
end ; //for i := 1 to Partlist.Count do

II Now we start looking for the highest ratio.
maxratio := O;
II We set an initial maxration of 0
for i := 1 to Partlist. Count do
begin
Part := Partlist[i-1] ;
if Part.ratioO > maxratio
then
begin
maxratio := Part.ratioO ;
maxPart := Part;
maxLoc := 'O';
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end ;
if Part.ratioU > maxratio
then
begin
maxratio := Part.ratioU ;
maxPart :=Part;
maxloc := 'U';
end;
end ; //for i := 1 to Partlist.Count do

if maxratio = O
then
begin
//no better results; stop
StopCriterium :=true;
end
else
begin
//increment stocklevel by one for part with highest ratio
if maxloc = 'O'
then inc(maxPart.SO)
else inc(maxPart.SU);
end;
mainform.memo1.lines .add('FU =' + FloatToStrF(FU_current,fffixed,10,3) +
'
FO =' + FloatToStrF(FO_current,fffixed, 10,3));
II this means that in the control panel of the program a value of FO and FU
II is depicted each time the stock of one of the parts is increased . By
II doing so the user can estimate the progress of the program and thus the
II remaining calculation time
end ; //while not StopCriterium do
mainform .memo1 .lines.add(' ');
//results
for i := 1 to Partlist.Count do
begin
Part := Partlist[i-1 ];
mainform .memo1 .lines.add(Part.id + ' SO = ' + inttostr(Part.SO) +
' SU = ' + inttostr(Part.SU) );
II the results are presented in the control panel
end ;
end; //procedure GreedyApproach
end .

A7 .4 Source code unit Validate
unit Validate;
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interface
uses mytypes;
const MaxDuration = 1000;
ev- Order = 'ev- Order'·'
ev_ Repl
= 'ev_Repl';
type TOrder = class (TObject)
orderno : integer;
day
: integer;
partid : string;
Part
: TPart;
d
: integer; //demand
location,
orglocation : char; //'U' for USA; 'O' for Boxmeer
boHandled : Boolean;
end;
type TRepl = class (TObject)
day : integer;
partid : string;
Part : TPart;
d
: integer; //demand
location : char; //'U' for USA; 'O' for Boxmeer
end ;
procedure Validation;
procedure HandleOrder (Order : TOrder);
procedure HandleRepl (Repl : TRepl);

implementation
uses Classes, procedures_2, simulate, main, ComObj, SysUtils;

var Orders,
Backorders : Tlist;

function dayoforderO (orderday : integer; Part : TPart) : integer;
begin
if Part.TU= 10
then result := ((orderday div 5) + 1) * 5
else
if Part.TU = 40
then result:= ((orderday div 20) + 1) * 20;
end ; //function dayoforderO

procedure CreateOrderO (Order : TOrder);
var NewOrder : TOrder;
begin
NewOrder := TOrder.Create;
Orders.Add(NewOrder);
NewOrder.partid
NewOrder.Part
NewOrder.d

xxx

:= Order.partid ;
:= Order.Part;
:= Order.d;
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NewOrder.location := 'O';
NewOrder.orglocation := 'U';
NewOrder.day
:= dayoforderO (Order.day, Order.Part);
setnewevent (ev_Order, NewOrder.day, NewOrder, nil);
end ; //procedure CreateOrderO

function dayofreplU (replday : integer; Part : TPart) : integer;
begin
if Part.TU= 10
then result := replday + 5
else
if Part.TU = 40
then result := replday + 20;
end; //function dayofreplU

procedure CreateReplU (Order : TOrder);
var NewRepl : TRepl;
begin
NewRepl := TRepl.Create;
NewRepl.partid := Order.partid ;
NewRepl.Part :=Order.Part;
NewRepl.d
:= Order.d;
NewRepl.location := 'U';
:= dayofreplU (Order.day, Order.Part);
NewRepl.day
setnewevent (ev_Repl , NewRepl.day, nil , NewRepl);
end ; //procedure CreateReplU

procedure CreateReplO (Order : TOrder);
var NewRepl : TRepl ;
begin
NewRepl := TRepl.Create;
NewRepl.partid := Order.partid ;
NewRepl.Part :=Order.Part;
NewRepl.d
:= Order.Part.QO;
NewRepl.location := 'O';
:=Order.day+ Order.Part.TO;
NewRepl.day
setnewevent (ev_Repl, NewRepl.day, nil, NewRepl);
end ; //procedure CreateReplO

function LinkToPart (id : string) : TPart;
var Part, HulpPart : TPart;
p : integer;
begin
for p := 1 to Partlist.count do
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begin
Part:= Partlist[p-1] ;
if (Part.id = id)
then HulpPart := Part;
end ;
result := HulpPart;
end ;

procedure Validation ;
var Order : TOrder;
Excel : variant;
regel, p : integer;
Part : TPart;
s: string;
begin
Orders := Tlist.create;
Backorders := Tlist.create;
CreateEventlist;
Mainform.Memo1.Lines.clear;
//read Excel
if mainform .OpenDialog1 .Execute
then
begin
//read Excel-file
excel := createoleobject('Excel.Application');
excel .workbooks.open(mainform .OpenDialog1 .FileName);
excel.sheets[1 ].activate;
regel := 2;
while Excel.cells[regel, 1].text <>'END' do
begin
Order:= TOrder.Create;
Orders .Add( Order);
Order.day := StrTolnt(Excel.cells[regel, 2] .text);
Order.Partid := Excel.cells[regel, 3].text;
Order.d
:= StrTolnt(Excel.cells[regel, 4].text);
s
:= Excel.cells[regel, 5] .text;
Order.location := s[1] ;
Order.orglocation := s[1];
Order.Part := LinkToPart (Order.Partid);
//create event for this order
setnewevent (ev_Order, Order.day, Order, nil);
inc (regel);
end;
excel. workbooks.close;
end ;

//initialization
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//OH in USA is known and = SU
//OH in Boxmeer is known and= SO+ 1/2 + 1/2 * QO
for p := 1 to Partlist.count do
begin
Part := Partlist[p-1];
Part.CHU := Part.lnitialSU ;
Part.OHO := Round (Part.lnitialSO + 0.5 + 0.5 * Part.QO);
Part.NumberOfOrdersO := O;
Part.NumberOfOrdersU := O;
Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectO := O;
Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectU := O;
end ;

//simulate: handle all events of the eventlist
Process Events;

//export results
mainform .Memo1 .lines .add (");
mainform .Memo1 .lines.add (");
for p := 1 to Partlist.count do
begin
Part := Partlist[p-1];
Mainform .Memo1 .Lines.Add (Part.id +
' Tot Orders O=' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersO) +
' Dir Orders O=' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectO) +
' Tot Orders U= ' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersU) +
' Dir Orders U= ' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectU) );
end ;
//write to Excel
if Mainform .SaveDialog1 .Execute
then
begin
excel := createoleobject('Excel.Application');
excel .workbooks.open(mainform .SaveDialog1 .FileName);
excel .sheets[2] .activate;
excel.cells
excel.cells
excel.cells
excel.cells
excel.cells

[1 , 1]
[1 , 2]
[1 , 3]
[1 , 4]
[1 , 5]

:= 'Part id';
:='Tot Orders O';
:= 'Dir Orders O';
:='Tot Orders U';
:= 'Dir Orders U';

regel := 1;
for p := 1 to Partlist.count do
begin
Part := Partlist[p-1];
Excel.Cells
Excel.Cells
Excel.Cells
Excel.Cells
Excel.Cells
end;

[regel
[regel
[regel
[regel
[regel

+
+
+
+
+

p, 1]
p, 2]
p, 3]
p, 4]
p, 5]

:=Part.id;
:= lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersO);
:= lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectO);
:= lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersU);
:= lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectU);

excel .workbooks.close;
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end ;
end; //procedure Validation;

procedure HandleOrder (Order : TOrder);
begin
case Order.location of
'U' : //USA-order
begin
INC(Order.Part.NumberOfOrdersU);
if Order.d <= Order.Part.CHU
then INC( Order.Part.Num berOfOrdersDirectU);
Order.Part.CHU := Order.Part.CHU - Order.d;
CreateOrderO (Order);
end ;
'O' : //Boxmeer-order
begin
INC(Order.Part.NumberOfOrdersO);
if Order.d <= Order.Part.OHO
then
begin
//direct
INC( Order.Part. Num berOfOrdersDirectO );
Order.Part.OHO := Order.Part.OHO - Order.d;
if Order.orglocation = 'U'
then
begin
//take care for replenishment in USA
CreateReplU (Order);
end ;
if (Order.Part.OHO - Order.Part.SumBo + Order.Part.SumRepl) <= Order.Part.lnitialSO
//aangepast 7/12 door SB
then
begin
CreateReplO (Order);
Order.Part.SumRepl := Order.Part.SumRepl + Order.Part.QO;
end
end
else
begin
//new backorder
Backorders .Add (Order);
Order.Part.SumBo := Order.Part.SumBo + Order.d;
Order.boHandled :=false;
//check whether replenishment is sufficient for backorders
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if (Order.Part.SumBo + Order.Part.lnitialSO) >= (Order.Part.SumRepl + Order.Part.OHO)
aangepast 7/12 door SB
then
begin
CreateReplO (Order);
Order.Part.SumRepl := Order.Part.SumRepl + Order.Part.QO;
end ;

II

end ;
end ;
end ; //case
end ; //procedure HandleOrder

procedure HandleRepl (Repl : TRepl);
var b : integer;
BackOrder : TOrder;
begin
case Repl.location of
'U' : //USA-order
begin
Repl.Part.OHU := Repl.Part.OHU + Repl.d ;
end;
'O' : //Boxmeer
begin
Repl.Part.OHO
:= Repl.Part.OHO + Repl.d ;
Repl.Part.SumRepl := Repl.Part.SumRepl - Repl.d;
for b := 1 to BackOrders.Count do
begin
BackOrder := Backorders[b-1 ];
if (BackOrder.d <= BackOrder.Part.OHO)
then
begin
BackOrder.Part.OHO := BackOrder.Part.OHO - BackOrder.d ;
BackOrder.Part.SumBo := BackOrder.Part.SumBo - Backorder.d;
//time management!!!
BackOrder.day := Repl.day;
if BackOrder.orglocation = 'U'
then
begin
//take care for replenishment in USA
CreateReplU (BackOrder);
end;
BackOrder.boHandled := true;
end ;
end ; //for b := 1 to BackOrders.Count do
//delete handled BackOrders
for b := BackOrders.Count downto 1 do
begin
BackOrder := Backorders[b-1);
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if Backorder.boHandled
then Backorders.Remove(BackOrder);
end;
end ;
end ; //case
end ; //procedure HandleRepl
end .

A7 .5 Source code unit Simulate
unit simulate;
interface
uses Classes, validate;
type teventname = string;
tevent

=class
name
: teventname;
time
: real ;
Order : TOrder;
: TRepl;
Rep I
end ;

teventlist = class {tlist)
procedure addsorted (event : tevent);
end;

var events : teventlist;
time : real ;
procedure CreateEventlist;
procedure ProcessEvents;
procedure setnewevent (eventname : teventname;
eventtime : real ;
Order : TOrder;
Repl
: TRepl);

implementation
uses sysutils, dialogs, mytypes, main;

II ***************************************************************************

procedure teventlist.addsorted (event : tevent);
var i : integer;
begin
/Ito assure that orders are placed before replenishments on the same day,
//the time for replenishments ( 1, 2, 3, etc) is changed into ( 1.1, 2.1, 3.1).
if event.name= ev_Repl
then event.time :=event.time+ 0.1;
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i := O;
while (i <= count-1) and (tevent(items[i]).time <=event.time) do inc(i);
insert(i, event);
end; (*procedure teventlist.addsorted (event : tevent) *)

II***************************************************************************

procedure CreateEventList;
begin
events := teventlist.create
end; //procedure CreateEventList

function StopCriterium : boolean;
begin
Result := (Events .Count = O);
end;

procedure ShowlntermediateResults (event : TEvent);
var Order : TOrder;
Repl : TRepl;
Part : TPart;
kind, loc : string;
d: integer;
begin
if (event.name= ev_Repl)
then
begin
Part := event.Repl.part;
kind := 'Repl ';
loc := event.Repl.location;
d := event.Repl.d;
end
else
begin
Part := event.Order.Part;
kind := 'Order';
loc := event.Order.location;
d := event.Order.d;
end;
MainForm.Memo1.Lines.Add (FloatToStrF(event.time,fffixed,4, 1) +
' id='+ Part.id+
I+ kind+
' '+ loc +
' d=' + lntToStr (d) +
' OHO='+ lntToStr(Part.OHO) +
' OHU=' + lntToStr(Part.OHU) +
' Tot# O=' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersO) +
' Dir# O=' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectO) +
' Tot# U=' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersU) +
' Dir# U=' + lntToStr(Part.NumberOfOrdersDirectU));
end;
I

II***************************************************************************
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procedure ProcessEvents;
var event : tevent;
begin
while not StopCriterium do
begin
event := events[O]; //get next event
time := event.time; //set time
events.Delete( 0);
//remove event from eventlist

II call appropriate procedure
if event.name= ev_Order
then HandleOrder (event.Order);
if event.name= ev_Repl
then HandleRepl (event.Rep!);
ShowlntermediateResults (event);

II clear the event
event.free;
end
end; (* procedure processevents *)

II ***************************************************************************

procedure setnewevent (eventname : teventname;
eventtime : real ;
Order : TOrder;
: TRepl);
Repl
var newevent : tevent;
begin
newevent
:= tevent.create;
newevent.name := eventname;
newevent.time := eventtime;
newevent.Order :=Order;
newevent.Repl
:= Repl;
events.addsorted (newevent);
end; (* procedure setnewevent *)
end .
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